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THE FOREST AND THE TREES: SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE CONTEXT OF CAMBODIA

ANDY WEINER

INTRODUCTION

During the summer of 2001, I was an intern for the Land Unit of Legal Aid of Cambodia (LAC Land Unit), based in the capital of Cambodia, Phnom Penh. This Comment reflects thinking about the most significant case encountered by the LAC Land Unit over the course of that summer. The case involves a commitment of public forestland to a foreign investor for agro-industrial purposes. I measure its significance not merely by the number of clients affected or the amount of land at stake (though both figures would justify the label), but also by the global ramifications of the issue involved. It strikes me as paradigmatic of the fundamental problems facing Cambodia as a developing nation struggling to emerge from an antiquated agrarian economy incapable of providing for its future. What is happening in Cambodia further reflects nations around the world wanting to secure a position in the global economy. With this recognition, the following discussion aims at broader application than merely the Cambodian context; it endeavors to address an important issue of global concern.

1 B.A. 1993, Bowdoin College; J.D. Candidate 2003, University of Pennsylvania. I would like to thank the people of Legal Aid of Cambodia who made this Comment possible. Of particular note, my appreciation goes to Francis James for the opportunity to spend the summer in Cambodia, to Max Howlett and Heidi Lichtevedt for their friendship and introduction to the Cambodian NGO community, and to the members of the Land Unit, Yim Simene, Seang Boravy, Meach Sam On, Eang Sopheak, Am Sokha, and George Cooper, who were supportive in more ways than I can recount. I owe a debt to Professor Edward Rubin, Richard Weiner, and Jeffrey Waxman, who provided thoughtful feedback in the writing process. Finally, my thanks goes to Becky Haight, who was selfless in tracking down Cambodian sources. As is the mantra of all Articles Editors, mistakes are those of the Executive Editors of the University of Pennsylvania Law Review.
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As developing nations have little to offer by way of established industry or financial resources, they turn to their natural resources to entice investment. However, these same resources represent the current foundation of their economies, on which nearly entire populations are dependent. The disturbing result of this dynamic is that industrial and economic development takes place at the expense of current generations.

The international community also suffers as a result of overexploitation by developing nations. Its current response entails a balancing of environmental, economic, and social influences expressed through the concept of sustainable development—broadly defined as "paths of human progress that meet the needs and aspirations of the present generation without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs." While the doctrine categorically remains a part of international environmental law, instruments including conventions, U.N. General Assembly resolutions, and treaties have increasingly viewed sustainable development through the lens of international human rights. The debate it triggered among scholars and policymakers surrounds whether this human rights approach to environmental protection gives rise to a "human right to environment." Beyond this threshold inquiry, there lies uncertainty over the exact nature of such a right and whether the whole human rights approach to environmental law is worthwhile in the first place.

This Comment frames the debate through the case study of Cambodia. It fleshes out the doctrine of sustainable development by examining the documents that embody its quintessential expression, the international agenda at work behind the concept, the potential for its realization through community resource management, and the context of current international law and human rights regimes. These considerations indicate that a human right to environment exists as a fundamental component of the complex doctrine of sustainable development. The choice made by the international community to invoke human rights in the environmental context—from its distinctive approach in international law focusing on the individual, to its termi-

---

1 See infra notes 38-42 and accompanying text (emphasizing the extent to which underdeveloped economies rely on exploitation of natural resources).
3 See infra notes 139-42 and accompanying text (discussing the convergence of international environmental policy and human rights perspectives).
ology, to established specific rights—signals assent to its existence. Further, the unification of human rights and international environmental policy expresses a recognition that the two priorities are "inexorably linked." A human right to environment comprises an essential ingredient in the effective implementation of sustainable development. It elevates sustainable development from an expression of the international community’s aspiration for the environment to a powerful constraint on unilateral state action in the form of rights held by communities of the state.

The problem is that the predominant viewpoint does not go far enough in acknowledging the existence or content of a right to environment necessary to achieve its role. Specifically, the human right to environment is commonly characterized as a strictly procedural right, if considered a right at all. This Comment makes the case that the current international legal regime enunciates a right to environment. It then endeavors to define the right, at the same time exposing the deficiencies of a strictly procedural conception. The Comment concludes by asserting a substantive component to the right, justified in light of the evidence relevant to international law and essential to instituting sustainable development on a global scale.

Part I introduces the agro-industrial project proposed for Cambodia’s forestland and places the Cambodian example in the broader context of an environmental crisis faced throughout the developing world. Part II explores the doctrine of sustainable development as the response offered by the international community. It also supports community forestry as a strategy for incorporating the principles of sustainable development into forest management in developing states. Part III turns to the role of human rights in the effort toward sustainable development—namely, to empower the local communities that are best situated to achieve that goal. It begins with an account of why there is reason to doubt the existence of a right to environment despite explicit language to the contrary found in several widely endorsed international instruments. While a procedural formulation of the right to environment succeeds in reconciling the most perplexing criticisms that bring the right into question, it also undermines the potency of the right in serving its purpose. Final analysis determines that a substantive right to environment is both real and indispensable. It originates from a unity of established international human rights and a universal acknowledgement of the relationship between these

---

human rights and the environment expressed, most notably, in the flagship product of the 1992 Earth Summit—the *Rio Declaration on Environment and Development* (*Rio Declaration*). The Comment concludes by admitting that a substantive right to environment, at best, holds a tenuous position in the framework of international law. The current importance of a substantive right to environment far exceeds its prominence as a guide for state practice. Still, the modest form of the substantive right to environment exercises some degree of influence. Looking forward, it also leaves open the possibility of evolving into a definitive fixture of future international law.

I. THE PHEAPIMEX CONCESSION

A. Summary

In two separate contracts signed during 2000, the Cambodian Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries (MAFF) granted an agricultural concession to Pheapimex Fuchan Cambodia Co., Ltd. (Pheapimex) over land totaling more than 300,000 hectares (the Pheapimex Concession). Under their terms, the Royal Government of Cambodia committed this property to Pheapimex for agro-industrial development for a period of seventy years.

Later that year, on December 25, 2000, a public ceremony took place for the signing of an agreement between Pheapimex and the China Corporation of State Farms Group (China Corporation). The contract calls for the China Corporation to invest seventy million dollars for growing eucalyptus trees on the entire concession area and to construct a modern paper factory using the eucalyptus as raw material

---


7 Pursat Concession Contract, supra note 6, at arts. 1.1, 2.1.
for its production. The significance of the project for Cambodia was marked by the appearance of the Prime Minister, Hun Sen, at the event.

Pheapimex has acquired a notorious reputation in Cambodia through previous concessions. The *Cambodian Forest Concession Review Report* issued the company a “black rating,” indicating “very poor performance, unacceptable in all respects” and requiring “urgent action” in response to its conduct. This fact is all the more alarming considering that, prior to receiving its most current concession, Pheapimex already controlled 708,725 hectares in five Cambodian provinces. With the latest addition, Pheapimex controls almost six percent of Cambodia’s total surface area and almost ten percent of its forests.

Under the Pheapimex Concession, Pheapimex can begin operations on 5000 hectares in the first year of implementation, including

---

10 DEP’T OF FORESTRY & WILDLIFE, ROYAL GOV’T OF CAMBODIA, CAMBODIAN FOREST CONCESSION REVIEW REPORT app. 8, tbl.1A (2000). In support of its rating of Pheapimex, the *Cambodian Forest Concession Review Report* detailed the company’s various infractions. Pheapimex orchestrated extensive illegal logging throughout Kratie and Kampong Thom. *Id.* at app. 8, tbl.2. Outstanding charges awaiting inquiry and investigation included unauthorized cutting (on six separate occasions, two more than any other concessionaire), unauthorized export, and unauthorized road construction. *Id.* at app. 7, tbl.2. Beyond its failure to honor contractual obligations, Pheapimex threatened the lives of forestry officials attempting to enforce existing legislation against the company. *GLOBAL WITNESS, THE UNTOUCHABLES: FOREST CRIMES AND THE CONCESSIONAIRES—CAN CAMBODIA AFFORD TO KEEP THEM?* 8 (1999). Finally, Pheapimex also dealt harshly with more senior officials that stood in its way. The Director of the Forestry Department participated in meetings to discuss the company’s lawless use of Cambodia’s forests. *Id.* Before action could be taken, Pheapimex successfully lobbied for his removal in 1997. *Id.* This not only demonstrates Pheapimex’s determination to preserve its modus operandi, but suggests the influence it wields in spheres of government. Pheapimex continues to enjoy favored status with the government despite its history. It is claimed that such impunity results from “the extremely close relations between the company’s Cambodian owner . . . and [Cambodian Prime Minister] Hun Sen.” *Id.*
11 *GLOBAL WITNESS, supra* note 10, at 7.
12 These figures are based on Cambodia’s total surface area of 17,652,000 hectares and estimated total forest area of 9,335,000 hectares. *Cambodia Country Profile,* Food & Agric. Org. of the U.N., at http://www.fao.org/forestry/fo/country/index.jsp?lang_id=1&geo_id=38 (last modified Dec. 31, 2000). The total area Pheapimex controls under concession, including the area subject to the Pheapimex Concession, exceeds 1,008,725 hectares.
13 Pursat Concession Contract, *supra* note 6, at art. 3.2.
area in two communes, Ansa Chambak and Kbal Trach.\textsuperscript{14} The Secretary of MAFF wrote to Pheapimex on March 27, 2000, authorizing the first year's operation and stating that "the land area does not involve the [local village people's] ownership."\textsuperscript{15} The Secretary hedges that position later in the letter with the remark, "if any problems arise with local people... then the company should cooperate with the government to discuss the problem."\textsuperscript{16}

The conclusions asserted by the Secretary of MAFF are based on a broad survey of the concession area within Pursat Province, including the land covered by the initial stage of the Pursat Concession Contract. The Minister of MAFF for Pursat Province compiled this research when the concession was proposed in 1997 and described his findings.\textsuperscript{17} The majority of the concession area, including the 5000 hectares where it would begin, was classified as "damaged wood[land]," meaning it had little economic value.\textsuperscript{18} Additionally, the provincial minister negated any potential of the area to mature into forestland worth preserving due to overexploitation by unauthorized parties and the government's inability to invest the capital and technology required to instill proper management.\textsuperscript{19} Consequently, the provincial minister concluded that committing the land to agroindustry would ultimately benefit the region, offering new job opportunities, augmented consumer markets, and modern technology.\textsuperscript{20} All of this would come "without any bad effect[s] on the citizen[s] of that area."\textsuperscript{21}

The local inhabitants surrounding the first 5000 hectares of the Pheapimex Concession tell a different story about the area's importance and local dependence on it. The woodland earmarked for the

\textsuperscript{14} These communes are located west of the Tonle Sap River in central Cambodia about 100 kilometers north of the capital, Phnom Penh.

\textsuperscript{15} Letter from Chan Tong Iv, Secretary of State, MAFF, to President, Pheapimex I (Mar. 27, 2000) [hereinafter Letter from MAFF Secretary] (on file with author).

\textsuperscript{16} Id.

\textsuperscript{17} Letter from Em Samoeun, Chief of Pursat Province, MAFF, to Ros Sreng, Minister, MAFF (Aug. 13, 1997) [hereinafter Letter from MAFF Chief] (on file with author).

\textsuperscript{18} Id. at 2. The exact breakdown of the inspected area comprised 2700 hectares of land for homes, 11,200 hectares of paddy land, 500 hectares of crop terrace, and natural woodland subdivided between 20,800 hectares of big resin tree land, 10,000 hectares of woodland, 96,400 hectares of damaged woodland, 2200 hectares of semi-jungle, 14,700 hectares of multiwood land, and 400 hectares of grassland. Id.

\textsuperscript{19} Id. at 3.

\textsuperscript{20} Id.

\textsuperscript{21} Id.
concession includes land traditionally used by 1108 families from the Ansa Chambak commune. Villagers use this land to graze buffalo and harvest forest products including resin, fruit, creepers, rattan, cassava, mushrooms, traditional medicines, firewood, and wood for building their homes. In addition to the loss of this land, the villagers are also concerned about the impact of the plantation on their fields. The concession threatens village dams depended on by villagers for agricultural irrigation and for their cattle, particularly in the dry season. The commune claims that the forest protects local inhabitants from floods, storms, and soil erosion. These problems caused by deforestation include only those considered by villagers and organizations focused on the specific circumstances of the Ansa Chambak commune. A complete list of the general consequences brought on by deforestation is significantly broader and well documented.

Lack of viable access to the forest promises to cripple the surrounding villages. A case study performed by the Cambodia Land Study Project of Oxfam Great Britain in two nearby provinces demonstrates the inevitability of this result. The case study reports that landless families in the impacted areas were dependent on forest access

22 Minutes of Meeting at Adhoc on Pheapimex Land Development in Pursat and Kampong Chhnang (Mar. 9, 2001) [hereinafter Minutes of Meeting at Adhoc] (on file with author). The work of the LAC Land Unit, and thus the focus of this case study, concentrates only on the Ansa Chambak commune. I take the situation of Ansa Chambak as emblematic of the issues presented by the Pheapimex Concession for many affected communities, including the neighboring commune of Kbal Trach.


24 Memorandum from the LAC Land Unit to File, supra note 6, at 5.


for one hundred percent of their livelihoods. Farmers with small landholdings and no livestock were seventy percent dependent on forest access. Even wealthier farmers included in the study proved twenty percent dependent on forest access. Furthermore, another case study by the Cambodia Land Study Project of Oxfam Great Britain demonstrates that most rural Cambodians depend on a diversified resource base for their livelihood. Thus, reduced access to common property such as a community forest undermines villagers' protections against production deficits in other endeavors, such as farming. Eliminating common property promises to impact the poorest families most severely because their dependence is the highest. It also renders wealthier families less secure in difficult times.

In March 2001, a meeting was held at the Ansa Chambak commune between village representatives and members of the provincial administration, including a provincial officer from MAFF and another from the Ministry of Environment. The villagers strongly objected to Pheapimex clear cutting the local forest and put forth the idea of instituting a community-operated tree-planting effort. During a fact-finding mission to Ansa Chambak a few days later, village representatives were asked whether the entire community stood firmly against the clearing of the forest under the concession. They responded that they believed opposition was uniform.

The fundamental problem facing the Ansa Chambak commune, in a nutshell, is that despite its long and multidimensional reliance on the forestland covered by the Pheapimex Concession, it holds no legal claim of control to ensure forest preservation.

---

28 Id. at 4.
29 Id. Farmers with small land holdings are defined as owning less than one hectare of land and no livestock. Id. at 8.
30 Id. at 4. Wealthier farmers are defined as those with at least a cow, a cart, and a hectare of land. Id.
32 Minutes of Meeting at Adhoc, supra note 22.
33 Id.
34 See Report on the Fact-Finding Mission, supra note 23, at 2 ("When asked if the whole community [was] 100% against Pheapimex coming in to clear the forest the representatives said they believed so but could not be sure . . . ").
B. The Deforestation Dilemma as it Applies to the Pheapimex Concession and Underdeveloped States

The dilemma faced by the Ansa Chambak commune is paradigmatic of the problem that many rural indigenous populations face throughout Cambodia and other developing nations. It is estimated that 350 million of the world's poorest people fundamentally depend on forests for their survival. In the 1990s, the world's forests declined at a rate of approximately 90,000 square kilometers per year, amounting to a loss of 2.4% of the world's forestland over the course of the decade. Almost all the deforestation that contributed to this figure took place in tropical forest regions including Africa, Asia, and Latin America. This is a result of the fact that "[t]he economies of many underdeveloped or newly developing countries depend on natural resources." For these "cash-poor, resource-rich" countries, natural resources offer an easy means of attracting money to their economies.

---

36 U.N. DEP'T OF ECON. & SOC. AFFAIRS, GLOBAL CHALLENGE, GLOBAL OPPORTUNITY: TRENDS IN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 12 (2002) [hereinafter GLOBAL CHALLENGE, GLOBAL OPPORTUNITY], available at http://www.johannesburgsummit.org/html/documents/summit_docs/criticaltrends_1408.pdf. To provide a better conceptual image of the deforestation problem, a more dated calculation of global forest depletion estimates that between 1980 and 1995, 200 million hectares, an area larger than Mexico, was deforested. Nathalie Chalifour, Global Trade Rules and the World's Forests: Taking Stock of the World Trade Organization's Implications for Forests, 12 GEO. INT'L ENVTL. L. REV. 575, 580 (2000). In total, human effects on the world's forests have decreased forest cover by approximately one-third to one-half of what they once were. Id. at 579.
37 GLOBAL CHALLENGE, GLOBAL OPPORTUNITY, supra note 36, at 12.
38 Peters, supra note 26, at 103.
39 Hoyt, supra note 26, at 198.
40 A more cynical view of mismanagement of state resources in underdeveloped countries looks to the agenda behind wasteful resource allocation. Public choice theory distinguishes between government actions based on public grounds and those based on private grounds. Public motives value community deliberation and general social benefit. Private motives, by contrast, pursue the satisfaction of individual preferences and, consequently, may ignore concerns about maximizing social good. John C. Dernbach, Sustainable Development as a Framework for National Governance, 49 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 1, 97 (1998). See generally DANIEL A. FARBER & PHILIP P. FRICKEY, LAW AND PUBLIC CHOICE 5-7 (1991) (outlining public choice theory, which "distinguish[es] public choice form [sic] theories of social choice (the study of collective decisionmaking processes) and theories of rational choice (any analysis postulating that individuals act rationally to maximize their preferences)"). From this perspective, mismanagement of state resources may be less the result of developing state desperation for foreign in-
In no area of resource exploitation is this more readily apparent than in the international timber trade. Timber is a lucrative commodity that only becomes more profitable as the world's supply decreases and more nations add themselves to the list of timber importers. This, in turn, increases the significance of the timber industry to developing countries and undermines any incentive to protect their remaining forests. Thus, the timber trade assumes ever increasing importance to developing nations that act as suppliers, despite the recognition that "[d]eforestation creates economic hardships," the likes of which have already been discussed with regard to the consequences that loom if the Ansa Chambak commune is cut off from forest access.
The timber trade is a popular target of blame for the deforestation problem, but it does not provide a complete explanation. Only one percent of the trees cut in tropical forests are intended for timber. A more accurate account of the causes of deforestation points to a general effort by the governments of underdeveloped states to achieve growth. There are many culprits behind this forest loss, the greatest of which is not logging but the conversion of forestland for other purposes—for example, creating infrastructure, enabling settlements, or promoting industry and agriculture.

This principal cause of deforestation is both international and domestic in nature. The Pheapimex Concession reflects how the international community contributes to deforestation. There is an incentive for private companies to invest in countries that offer low conservation standards, and thus, developing countries hesitate to protect their natural resources in order to remain attractive to industry. The domestic contribution to deforestation stems from the depletion of

---

44 See, e.g., Chalifour, supra note 36, at 580 (“[T]he clearing of forests in the process of logging timber also causes considerable loss of forested land.”); Wolf, supra note 26, at 429 (“Logging is the primary cause of deforestation in Southeast Asia.”).

45 Hoyt, supra note 26, at 198.


47 See Chalifour, supra note 36, at 610 (“The possibility of losing business investment to other jurisdictions with less stringent forest management standards may cause a ‘regulatory chill’ or ‘political drag’ on sustainable forestry standards, or on regulations to set aside protected forest areas.”); see also Hoyt, supra note 26, at 199-201 (citing incidentally detrimental effects of international aid, the global market’s failure to reflect “replacement costs” of natural resources, and the inability of the international community to forge policies on economic development and environmental protection as three ways in which international forces contribute to deforestation). But see Int’l Inst. for Sustainable Dev., Ten + Ten: Successes and Failures, at http://www.iisd.org/briefcase/ten+ten_contents.asp (last visited Feb. 18, 2003) (“Business is beginning to recognize its wider responsibility towards people, communities and the environment.”). Attracting investment to small and poor countries by more productive means is a major concern of the United Nations, as demonstrated by the International Conference of Financing for Development in Monterrey, Mexico, in March 2002, which was dedicated to the issue. For a discussion of the conference’s agenda, see Kofi A. Annan, Secretary General, United Nations, Lecture at the London School of Economics and Political Science: From Doha to Johannesburg by Way of Monterrey—How to Achieve, and Sustain, Development in the 21st Century (Feb. 25, 2002) (transcript available at http://www.johannesburgsummit.org/html/documents/sg_speech_london_2502.doc).
forest resources to satisfy the immediate needs of consumers—most notably for fuel wood as well as land for crops and grazing.  

As disastrous as allowing the disappearance of the forests in underdeveloped countries is, it is equally problematic for governments to set out to protect all forestland for the sake of preserving the agrarian practices of their people. On a practical level, the status quo is unsustainable. Cambodia offers a sharp example of the inevitable changes on the horizon. In the past twenty years, beginning with the ousting of the Khmer Rouge regime in 1979, Cambodia’s population has exploded from an estimated seven million to almost thirteen million. The dilemma this creates from a property and forestry perspec-

---

48 Hoyt, supra note 26, at 198.

49 Calculations of global land use, such as that conducted by the World-Wide Fund for Nature, reveal a thirty percent deficit with respect to the amount of land required to sustain the world population’s consumption. Nitin Desai, Under-Secretary-General for Economic and Social Affairs, United Nations, Statement to the Second Committee Introducing Item 98 (Oct. 29, 2001) (transcript available at http://www.johannesburgsummit.org/html/documents/desai_statement_to_2ndcommittee%2029oct.doc).

50 The Khmer Rouge was a Communist regime that seized power in Cambodia in 1975, embarking on a political revolution designed to instill a pure Marxist agrarian society. Under the direction of Pol Pot, the Khmer Rouge dismantled society, imposing on Cambodia’s population brutal policies characterized by forced labor, egregious neglect of basic survival needs, and mass murder. The four years under the Khmer Rouge was a national catastrophe that, by some estimates, caused the death of at least 1.5 million people, though definitive records were not maintained. Cambodia was liberated from Khmer Rouge control by a Vietnamese invasion in late 1978. Veron M.Y. Hung, Cambodia, in ASIA-PACIFIC CONSTITUTIONAL YEARBOOK: 1996, at 69, 69 (Cheryl Saunders & Graham Hassall eds., 1998). For a detailed account of Cambodia during the reign of the Khmer Rouge, see BEN KIERNAN, THE KHMER ROUGE REGIME: RACE, POWER AND GENOCIDE IN CAMBODIA UNDER THE KHMER ROUGE, 1975-79 (1996).


52 CIA, THE WORLD FACTBOOK 2001, at 86 (2001). On a global level, the population is anticipated to increase from 5.5 billion to 8.5 billion people within the next thirty years, with approximately ninety-five percent of that increase taking place in developing nations. G.F. Maggio, Inter/Intra-Generational Equity: Current Applications Under International Law for Promoting the Sustainable Development of Natural Resources, 4 BUFF. ENVT'L. L.J. 161, 179 (1997). Commentators have singled out the rapid increase in the world’s population as particularly important in considering future stress on the environment. See LYNTON KEITH CALDWELL, INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY 277 (3d ed. 1996) (“Population has been a sensitive issue at all international conferences where it was a relevant factor.”); Bo R. Dőös, Environmental Issues Requiring International Action, in ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND INTERNATIONAL LAW 1, 1 (Winfried Lang et al. eds., 1991) (describing the “rapid increase of the world population” as a “destructive development”). At the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD), one observer called the central issue of population growth, “the elephant in the living room that no body wants to talk about.” Kurt Shillinger, Earth Summit Delegates Struggle
tive is the land shortage that awaits the next generation—a grave problem for an agrarian state devoid of industry and any other substantial alternative affording the means to make a living. On an ethical level, development bears important causal links with many economic and social rights. The significance of development in this regard is clearly acknowledged by the international community through the 1986 Declaration on the Right to Development, where development itself is defined as a human right. Therefore, while it may seem tempting to condemn the Cambodian government wholesale for entering into the Pheapimex Concession based on narrow macroeconomic thinking, it must be conceded that the total preservation of the forest and traditional agrarian life is both unrealistic and unjustified.

53 VATHANA ET AL., supra note 27, at 10-11; see also Sheila Tefft, Cambodians Return to Tough Land Disputes, CHRISTIAN SC. MONITOR, Nov. 21, 1991, at 5 (“[T]he most explosive dilemma facing postwar Cambodia: land ownership.”). Other factors that may contribute to undermining traditional land use includes increased consumption rates, corruption, inadequate education, inequitable land distribution, insecure land tenure, and international debt incurred by the government and industries. Chalifour, supra note 36, at 581-82.

54 See Alexandre Kiss, Sustainable Development and Human Rights, in HUMAN RIGHTS, SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND THE ENVIRONMENT 29, 31-34 (Antônio Augusto Cançado Trindade ed., 1992) (demonstrating the significance of development in light of rights guaranteed by the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), including the right to self-determination (Article 1(1)), the right to work (Article 6(1)), and the right to an adequate standard of living that incorporates sufficient food, clothing, and housing (Article 11)); see also infra text accompanying notes 234-36 (discussing the fundamental rights protected by ICESCR).

II. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

A. The Theory Behind Sustainable Development

The international community has promoted sustainable forest management to resolve the competing concerns within developing nations that lead to deforestation. This expression was formulated at the United Nations Conference on the Environment and Development held in Rio de Janeiro in June 1992 (popularly known as the Earth Summit), primarily through the *Rio Declaration.* The Earth Summit unanimously adopted the *Rio Declaration,* arguably marking the "transition from international environmental law to the international law of sustainable development." Additionally, the Earth Summit promulgated two further variations on the theme of sustainable development. The first is the *Statement of Principles for a Global Consensus on the Management, Conservation and Sustainable Development of All Types of Forests (Forest Principles),* applying the doctrine of sustainable development to forests. The second is *Agenda 21,* a detailed account of policies designed to achieve sustainable development. The U.N. General Assembly subsequently endorsed the *Rio Declaration.* The succession of events—the conferences, the agreements

---

56 The Earth Summit included representation from 179 governments as well as officials from U.N. organizations, private businesses, NGOs, scientific groups, and 18,000 grassroots environmentalists from 166 countries. Alexandre S. Timoshenko, *From Stockholm to Rio: The Institutionalization of Sustainable Development,* in *SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND INTERNATIONAL LAW* 143, 151 (Winfried Lang ed., 1995).

57 *Rio Declaration,* supra note 5.


61 See *CALDWELL,* supra note 52, at 110 (describing *Agenda 21* as a "course of action for attaining environmentally healthy, sustainable and equitable conditions throughout the world").

struck, and the support they received from the General Assembly—has been called "the most significant universally endorsed statement of general rights and obligations of states affecting the environment."63

In the ten years since the adoption and endorsement of the \textit{Rio Declaration}, questions have arisen about adherence to the \textit{Declaration} and the feasibility of implementing sustainable development. By all accounts, the actions and results that followed the Earth Summit fell well short of its promise.64 Taking stock of this situation at the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) in Johannesburg, South Africa, the world community reaffirmed its commitment to the \textit{Rio} principles in its central product, the \textit{World Summit on Sustainable Development Plan of Implementation (Plan of Implementation)}.65 The WSSD aimed to clarify the concept of sustainable development, provide ways of meeting its standards, and update the focus of international efforts after ten years of experience and increased globalization.66 None of these objectives entails a departure from the \textit{Rio Declaration} or sustainable development as an international goal.

Sustainable use means "protecting the resource base and the environment for the benefit of future generations."67 By no means does this or any other single sentence capture its complexity. Rather, sustainable development embodies "a bundle of related concepts."68

\footnote{Boyle, \textit{supra} note 58, at 68.}

\footnote{In his opening address to the World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD), Nitin Desai, the Under-Secretary-General for Economic and Social Affairs, spoke about the aftermath of the \textit{Rio Declaration}, admitting that "we have not had the types of results that we ought to have had on the ground in relation to poverty, to the environment, and to risk management." Nitin Desai, Opening Address to the World Summit on Sustainable Development (Aug. 26, 2002), available at \url{http://www.johannesburgsummit.org/html/documents/statements/2608_desai_opening_speech.pdf}. For various perspectives as to why the \textit{Rio Declaration} did not succeed, see Fred Pearce, \textit{Earth Summit: The Past Decade Has Seen Things Go from Bad to Worse}, INDEPENDENT (London), Aug. 31, 2002, at 4; Normita Thongtham, \textit{Less Talk, More Action}, BANGKOK POST, Dec. 4, 2001, \url{http://search.bangkokpost.co.th/bkkpost/2001/december2001/bp20011204/en/outlook/04dec2001_out04.html}; \textit{The Breakdown of the Rio Bargain}, Int'l Inst. for Sustainable Dev., at \url{http://www.iisd.org/briefcase/ten+ten_failures1.asp} (last visited Apr. 30, 2003).}


\footnote{Cf. Annan, \textit{supra} note 47, at 8-10 (speaking ten years after \textit{Agenda 21} and providing concrete examples of the impact of sustainable development).}

\footnote{\textit{Agenda 21}, \textit{supra} note 60, ¶ 8.7.}

\footnote{Dernbach, \textit{supra} note 40, at 6.}
clearly stands for environmental protection but in limited measure, far short of absolute preservation. Indeed, sustainable development enables, and even encourages, development, provided that the environmental basis for future development is not inhibited. Viewed in this way, sustainable development strikes a conceptual balance between absolute preservation and wholesale exploitation of forests in developing nations.

The attention of the international community is the result of a combination of wide-ranging factors. For purposes of this Comment, it is important to focus on a few. Most obviously, the environmental impact of deforestation and other changes in natural ecology has global effects. Scientific data indicate several problems of deforestation to which the international community has responded with global concern. Among the most threatening ramifications include the contribution of deforestation to the irreplaceable loss of biological diversity and soil erosion impacting agricultural productivity, the poten-

---

69 See Günther Handl, Environmental Security and Global Change: The Challenge to International Law, in ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND INTERNATIONAL LAW, supra note 52, at 59, 80 (stating that the idea of sustainable development promotes development of a special qualitative nature). This conception of sustainable development is hardly without competition. Philippe Sands remarks that “[t]here exists no generally accepted legal definition of sustainable development.” Philippe Sands, International Law in the Field of Sustainable Development: Emerging Legal Principles, in SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND INTERNATIONAL LAW, supra note 56, at 53, 58. However, Sands offers four components that he believes popularly identify sustainable development. These are the principles of (1) intergenerational equity, (2) sustainable use, (3) equitable use addressing the differing needs between states, and (4) integration of environmental objectives in development plans. Id. at 58-61.

70 In the years leading up to the Earth Summit, the United Nations formed a World Commission on Environment and Development to explore the relationship between development and environmental degradation. The Commission found that countries’ interests are inextricably bound to one another, creating a need for a multinational approach to resolving issues. WORLD COMM’N ON ENV’T & DEV., supra note 4, at 37-41. The Earth Summit convened to respond to these conclusions. For a synopsis of the specific findings of the Commission, see Dernbach, supra note 40, at 19-21.

71 See Luis E. Rodriguez-Rivera, Is the Human Right to Environment Recognized Under International Law? It Depends on the Source, 12 COLO. J. INT’L ENVTL. L. & POL’Y 1, 6 (2001) (“[A] broad consensus has developed among nations recognizing that global ecological interdependence mandates a coordinated international response to the serious environmental problems that threaten all of humanity.”). See generally Int’l Inst. for Sustainable Dev., supra note 47, at http://www.iisd.org/briefcase/ten+ten_contents.asp (providing up-to-date information concerning the “[m]ajor advances . . . made in the way we understand natural systems, and in the development of sustainable technologies”).
tial for flooding, and regional climates. There are also indirect effects of deforestation identified through the linked causation and interconnectedness between broad groups of environmental harm. For example, deforestation trails only fossil fuel emissions as a major source of carbon dioxide that, in turn, produces climatic changes and reduces natural forests through temperature increases and rainfall fluctuations. Though knowledge of environmental dangers is far short of perfect, there is no doubt that the issues are profound.

There is also a growing recognition of the relationship between poverty and environmental harm in which the poor both shoulder the considerable share of environmental burdens and apply significant pressure on the environment. The connection between poverty and bearing environmental harms is explained by a number of key considerations. First, seventy to seventy-five percent of the world's poor reside in rural areas of underdeveloped states. Second, poverty is a primary source of environmental degradation. Third, impoverished communities are least able to adapt to environmental change. Cambodia illustrates this connection in reality. Not only are impoverished communities more commonly located in rural areas and more de-
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72 See Doos, supra note 52, at 33-34 (describing the damages caused by deforestation); see also GLOBAL CHALLENGE, GLOBAL OPPORTUNITY, supra note 36, at 3-4 (describing entrenched poverty and development problems straining natural resources).
73 See Doos, supra note 52, at 36 (comparing the effects of fossil fuel emissions and deforestation).
74 See id. at 14 (predicting the ancillary effects of deforestation).
75 See id. at 51 (arguing that, because the environment directly supports life, threats to the environment endanger "economic, social, political and military security").
77 Edith Brown Weiss, Environmental Equity and International Law, in UNEP'S NEW WAY FORWARD: ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 7, 11 (Lal Kurukulasuriya ed., 1995); see also Leonard & Morell, supra note 43, at 285 ("In the longer term, natural resource depletion by governments and impoverished individuals is likely to cause even greater human poverty and suffering and to hamper severely economic development in the rural sectors of developing countries.").
78 Weiss, supra note 77, at 11; see also Kiss, supra note 54, at 30 (describing the emergence of a favorable attitude among developing countries toward addressing the problem of development and environment as the result of factors including the link between environmental deterioration and poverty, and increased dependence on the environment among the poor).
79 40.1% of the Cambodian population living outside urban areas are considered below the poverty line, compared with only 11.1% of the population of Phnom Penh and 29.9% of the population of other urban areas. MINISTRY OF PLANNING, ROYAL GOV'T OF CAMBODIA, CAMBODIA HUMAN DEVELOPMENT REPORT 1999: VILLAGE ECONOMY AND DEVELOPMENT 8 (1999) [hereinafter CAMBODIA HUMAN DEVELOPMENT REPORT 1999], available at http://www.un.org/undp/publications/nhdr/1999.pdf.
dependent on natural resources for their survival, but poor communities' ability to emerge from their economic conditions often requires an unenviable choice: inviting development and employment opportunities or preserving the environment. The Pheapimex Concession reflects one form of this choice. At one point, Pheapimex sought local support for its plantation by promising the Ansa Chambak commune a school building, construction of a road, and a small buffer between the plantation area and village farmland. On the surface, there may seem nothing unfair about such a proposition (to the contrary, it almost seems egalitarian) until one considers the basic needs the commune must choose between—land and present livelihood versus education and infrastructure. The option entails an unsettling sacrifice, irrespective of the direction the commune selects. Furthermore, as the example of the Pheapimex Concession demonstrates, the decision frequently lies not with the affected community, but rather with the state. Thus, even forward-looking communities, appreciative of their own reliance on the environment, do not necessarily ensure sustainable use of it.

The international community responded to the mutual pressures of poverty and environmental degradation in formulating the concept of sustainable development. Embedded in sustainable development is the requirement that "[a]ll States and all people shall cooperate in the essential task of eradicating poverty . . . in order to decrease the disparities in standards of living and better meet the needs of the majority of the people of the world." The WSSD gave even greater prominence to the relationship between poverty and environmental harm by viewing poverty eradication in underdeveloped states as a central means of serving environmental sustainability. One report on the proceedings at the WSSD keenly observed that "[i]n Rio the aim was to protect the environment without damaging Third World development; this time it is to tackle poverty and underdevelopment with-
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83 See supra notes 27-31 and accompanying text (describing a land study project demonstrating the connection between forests and livelihood for impoverished groups).
84 See supra Part I.B (detailing the dilemma of cash-poor, resource-rich countries); see also Weiss, supra note 77, at 12 (objecting to the same choice between development and employment opportunities presented only to poor nations).
85 Minutes of Meeting at Adhoc, supra note 22.
86 See Weiss, supra note 77, at 12 (considering that such a choice "raises a question of fairness, for wealthier communities may not face that choice").
87 Rio Declaration, supra note 5, at princ. 5.
out upsetting the environment." The Plan of Implementation reflects that thinking both explicitly, by calling poverty "the greatest global challenge facing the world today," and implicitly, by ordering poverty first among all of the issues related to sustainable development. Poverty eradication, it is fair to conclude, currently ranks first among priorities in the effort toward sustainable development.

The disparity in the harms incurred by environmental degradation operates not just among different economic spheres within individual states, but also among states themselves. The Rio Declaration acknowledges that "[t]he special situation and needs of developing countries, particularly the least developed and those most environmentally vulnerable, shall be given special priority." This mentioned priority takes two basic shapes, both of which received new emphasis at the WSSD. First, the international community asserts through the Rio Declaration that the issues of environment and development should "address the interests and needs of all countries," providing developing countries comfort that the rising concerns over the environment would not severely threaten economic growth and industrial development. Second, developed states recognize that they make significant contributions to environmental harm through their demand for natural resources. Because of that, these states envision a significant role for themselves in current preservation efforts, irrespective of a forest's particular location. The Rio Declaration calls for a "global partnership" with regard to environmental protection implementation as well as policy. Principle 7 offers a clear expression of this pledge: "The developed countries acknowledge the responsibility that they bear in the international pursuit of sustainable development in view of
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85 Pearce, supra note 64.
86 Plan of Implementation, supra note 65, at para. 6.
87 Rio Declaration, supra note 5, at princ. 6.
88 Id.
89 See Leonard & Morell, supra note 43, at 282 (recounting a suspicion among developing states leading up to the 1972 United Nations Conference on the Human Environment in Stockholm that enthusiasm for international environmental protection would impede economic and industrial development). One representative of a developing state went so far as to exclaim, "let me die polluted," Kiss, supra note 54, at 30, leaving no doubt of a preference to industrialize rather than to address environmental issues.
90 Developed countries are disproportionate consumers of resources. Most striking is the United States, which contains about five percent of the world's population but consumes about twenty-four percent of the world's energy production and almost thirty percent of the world's raw material production. Dernbach, supra note 40, at 28.
91 Rio Declaration, supra note 5, at pmbl.
the pressures their societies place on the global environment and of
the technologies and financial resources they command.\textsuperscript{92} In sum,
the global partnership forged at Rio was built through a bargain be-
tween rich and poor countries: developing countries committed to
guiding the use of their own natural resources by the principles of sus-
tainable development, while developed countries contributed financial
support, technology transfer, and opening trade channels that
promised development through efficient resource use.\textsuperscript{93}

The WSSD dealt with the unfortunate reality that neither camp—
neither the developed states nor the developing states—lived up to its
half of the bargain. Consequently, the wealth divide stands wider than
ever both between and within countries.\textsuperscript{94} And globalization, with its
trade and financial liberalization having the potential to foster global
equity and further sustainable development, worked decidedly against
these ends.\textsuperscript{95} The WSSD made it a priority to reverse the negative im-
 pact of globalization on sustainable development. U.N. Secretary-
General Kofi Annan called for the world to "face the uncomfortable
truth . . . [that the] model of development we are accustomed to has
been fruitful for the few, but flawed for the many."\textsuperscript{96} Globalization ex-
acerbated the sentiment at Rio that "[the richest countries] contribute
disproportionately to global environmental problems.\textsuperscript{97} In response,
the Plan of Implementation urges focus on the potentially positive out-
comes of globalization—bringing trade opportunities, investment,
capital, and technology to developing countries—in pursuit of both
increased global equity and sustainable development.\textsuperscript{98}

Finally, attention of the international community is the product of
the evolving framework of international law that increasingly accom-
modates international interest in domestic policies of development
and environmental protection.\textsuperscript{99} Günther Handl explains that the

\textsuperscript{92} Id. at princ. 7.
\textsuperscript{93} Int'l Inst. for Sustainable Dev., supra note 64, at http://www.iisd.org/briefcase/
ten+ten_failures1.asp.
\textsuperscript{94} Desai, supra note 64, at 2.
\textsuperscript{95} See id. (discussing the negative impact of globalization).
\textsuperscript{96} Press Release, United Nations, U.N. Secretary-General Calls for Change at
highevelopen.pdf.
\textsuperscript{97} Id.
\textsuperscript{98} Plan of Implementation, supra note 65, at para. 45.
\textsuperscript{99} See Handl, supra note 69, at 85-86 ("Across-the-board, decision-making powers
on matters that hitherto had been exclusively in the national domain are increasingly
shared with other states or have completely devolved upon the international commu-
nity at large.").
idea of state sovereignty—and the residual right to utilize a state's environment as the state chooses—is a "functional concept." What this means is that sovereignty and the freedoms it grants contain limits defined not by individual states but by the community of states. The international community of states creates the legal basis upon which an individual state can exclude intervention, as well as the basis for which the international community can assert input. The concept of "sustainable development" is one such example. It establishes a platform on which the international community reserves the right to participate in national decisions regarding natural resources. In other words, sustainable development "intimate[s] limits on nation-states' freedom of action for the sake of protecting the larger [international] community interest at stake." At the same time, the doctrine of sustainable development hardly eviscerates sovereignty over state resources. Handl considers that states retain significant autonomy to administer their natural resources through the standards for measuring sustainable development, which come from the states as opposed to some international norm. However, other commentators warn, "[t]he time is near when states will no longer be permitted by the international community to rely upon claims of state sovereignty to avoid their responsibility to the world at large to protect the environment within their national borders." The lingering question is how to implement this policy of global environmental sustainability.

B. Community Forestry as a Practical Face of Sustainable Development

Among the most promising means of promoting the international agenda of sustainable forest management is through community forestry. "Community forestry is a strategy for sustainable forest man-
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100 Id. at 87.
101 See id. at 85-87 (discussing the contours of state sovereignty in the modern world).
102 Id. at 86.
103 Id. at 85-87.
105 Community forestry is one application of the larger scheme of community resource management with applications to a spectrum of natural resources including fisheries, irrigation water systems, pastures, and wildlife-hunting territories. Fikret Berkes & M. Tagho Farvar, Introduction to COMMON PROPERTY RESOURCES: ECOLOGY AND COMMUNITY-BASED SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 1, 3-7 (Fikret Berkes ed., 1989).
agement through the participation of rural people, by making the objectives of rural people central in forest management and ensuring that rural people obtain reasonable benefits from forest management.  It accommodates the goals of environmental stability, a substantial measure of economic growth, and cultural survival. As a result, “[c]ommunity resource management has become a significant theme of rural development strategy throughout Asia,” and there is no reason to think its application cannot enjoy success among developing nations on a broader level.

The fundamental principle that underlies the promise of community forestry to produce positive environmental, economic, and cultural ends is that these goals are attainable only through improved resource management. That requires control over both the access and use of forestland. Most forests in developing nations are owned by the state. While states retain the authority to regulate the use of forest resources, they severely lack the capacity to do so. Local villages, on the other hand, rely heavily on the forests in their daily lives and account for the lion’s share of use. Customary use fosters a sense of authority in accessing the forest, but not in preventing others from doing likewise or even curbing their own exploitation of resources. The lack of any formal control of the forestland dictates that self-interest, as opposed to the community’s interest, will prevail. The

For general discussions of common property regimes, see DAVID BROMLEY, ENVIRONMENT AND ECONOMY (1991); Berkes & Farvar, supra.


Id. at 226-27.

Id. at 227.


Romm, supra note 108, at 227. Cambodia’s government demonstrates particular weakness in this regard. The country obtained a pledge of $1.35 billion for economic development from donor nations conditioned on Cambodia’s ability to curb its illegal timber trade. In spite of strong financial incentives to comply, Cambodia’s government has not met with success, and aid has been suspended several times. Peters, supra note 26, at 109.

Romm, supra note 108, at 227; see also supra notes 28-31 and accompanying text (discussing dependence on forests by local villages in Cambodia).

See Romm, supra note 108, at 227 (noting that this “separation of ownership and use” produces a situation in which no one is in control).
incentive lies with reaping as much benefit from the forest in the shortest period of time because everyone else is operating under the same self-interest. Of course, such unrestrained forest use has the universally detrimental effect of depleting resources. Forest use at the individual level reflects the classic tragedy of the commons.\footnote{Jeff Romm summarizes this situation: "In this nebulous separation of ownership and use, neither the villages nor public authorities could control these resources sufficiently to increase their productivity or reduce the larger consequences of their degradation."}

Instilling a community with a sense of joint ownership constitutes a step toward resolving the degradation that arises from insufficient control of forestland.\footnote{Instilling a community with a sense of joint ownership constitutes a step toward resolving the degradation that arises from insufficient control of forestland.} There are also certain characteristics of local communities that further support environmental stability. These include: (1) an intimate knowledge of the ecosystem to be managed; (2) traditional patterns of use and foraging that foster productivity and renewability of the resources; (3) community organization to oversee the regulation of the forest coupled with a collective interest in upholding the rules set for its use; and (4) community values and a recognition of dependence that emphasizes responsible management.\footnote{From a property perspective, a lack of adequate oversight of publicly accessible land means \[\text{the benefits of exploitation flow to individuals and institutions that do not pay the full costs of their activities. The circumstances are often correctly described as a "tragedy of the commons," in which the failure of restrictive mechanisms results in conditions of open access, over-exploitation of resources, and imposition of costs on persons who do not reap the benefits.} \]}


\footnote{Romm, *supra* note 108, at 227.}


\footnote{Breckenridge, *supra* note 115, at 746-48. Many of these points are identified individually by other commentators. For example, Vandana Shiva, H.C. Sharan and J. Bandyopadhyay stress the point of community organization, stating that "[t]he survival of such community property... is only possible under a social organization where checks and controls on the use of resources are built into the organizing principles of the community." Shiva et al., *supra* note 117, at 242. Similarly, Marianne Schmink, Kent Redford, and Christine Padoch identify a strong community interest in sustaining natural resources through the explanation that, "[t]o the extent that their survival, and that of their children, depends on the future of the resources in that same site, local communities may have a built-in incentive to use natural resources sustainably." Marianne Schmink et al., *Traditional Peoples and the Biosphere: Framing the Issues and Defining the Terms*, in *CONSERVATION OF NEOTROPICAL FORESTS* 3, 8-9 (Kent H. Redford & Christine Padoch eds., 1992).}
More efficacious forest management also creates positive economic effects. It promotes the realization of the economic potential of forest resources without the overexploitation that sacrifices sustainability for short-term considerations. In one sense, it may be thought that such restrained behavior demonstrates how community forests are “not wholly governed by the market calculus we associate with developed societies.” Underlying this point is the idea that “[w]hat constitutes development is largely subjective.” Putting forest resources in the hands of those most dependent on them better assures that their allocation responds to the basic needs of that community, as compared to economic measures oblivious to particular social circumstances.

In another sense, community management correctly turns its back on maximizing present value. As the discussion of the Pheapimex Concession indicated, the destruction of forests generates costs well beyond the loss of trees. Also destroyed are valuable protections for neighboring agriculture, grazing land, and the products that can be harvested from the forest. These are but a few of the external costs that must contribute to the calculation of economic gain from unsustainable forest management. The Forest Principles identifies the need
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119 Hoyt, supra note 26, at 212-13.

120 Schmink et al., supra note 118, at 8. The Forest Principles attempts to bring validity to methods of project assessments that are not strictly economic, stating that “[d]ecisions taken on the management, conservation and sustainable development of forest resources should benefit, to the extent practicable, from a comprehensive assessment of economic and non-economic values of forest goods and services and of the environmental costs and benefits.” Forest Principles, supra note 59, at princ. 6(c). In preparation for the WSSD, a series of regional roundtables took place to uncover issues and proposals surrounding sustainable development. Among the common issues identified was the problem that “growth is only valued in terms of financial and manufactured capital without properly reflecting value and depreciation of human and natural resources.” U.N. SECRETARIAT OF THE WORLD SUMMIT ON SUSTAINABLE DEV., SECRETARIAT OVERVIEW OF THE WSSD REGIONAL EMINENT PERSONS ROUNDTABLES 5 (2001), available at http://www.johannesburgsummit.org/html/documents/regionalround.html. A proposal coming out of these roundtables was the development of a global approach toward internalizing nonfinancial costs. Id. The specific encouragement of community-based forest management systems in the Plan of Implementation offers one approach to achieve this end. See Plan of Implementation, supra note 65, at para. 48(h) (calling on governments and communities to “[r]ecognize and support indigenous and community-based forest management systems”).


122 Supra notes 23-26 and accompanying text.

123 See, e.g., Robert J.A. Goodland, Neotropical Moist Forests: Priorities for the Next Two Decades, in CONSERVATION OF NEOTROPICAL FORESTS 416, 419 (Kent H. Redford &
to consider such costs for more accurate cost-benefit analysis of forest use. Furthermore, to have adopted a policy of sustainable management means that comparison with unsustainable projects is "inappropriate."  

The prospects of community forestry as a method to achieve sustainable management have not escaped international attention. Principle 5(a) of the Forest Principles explicitly promotes shared authority over forests between local communities and the state. In addition, the Rio Declaration and the Forest Principles present parallel provisions implicitly paving the way for community forest management. They instruct states to share access to information relevant to the environment, enable both individuals and states to participate in the decision-making process on environmental issues, and urge states to value local communities as a source of knowledge and practices that contribute to realizing sustainable development. The Rio Declaration alone also calls for judicial and administrative outlets as a means for resolving environmental conflicts. Collectively, these ten-
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Christine Padoch eds., 1992) (advocating the inclusion of resulting costs such as erosion, floods, and species extinction in the calculation of forest destruction).

124 See Forest Principles, supra note 59, at princ. 13(c) ("Incorporation of environmental costs and benefits into market forces and mechanisms, in order to achieve forest conservation and sustainable development, should be encouraged both domestically and internationally.").

125 Goodland, supra note 123, at 426. Goodland offers the example that "if a managed forest can yield 4 percent and is judged uneconomic in comparison with a discount rate of 6 percent for a project that is unsustainable . . . , then the decision boils down to sustainable versus unsustainable use." Id. He continues: "If our policy is sustainable development, then we choose the sustainable course; the fact that it has a negative present value at an unsustainable discount rate is irrelevant." Id.

126 Hoyt, supra note 26, at 213.

127 Principle 5(a) states: National forest policies should recognize and duly support the identity, culture and the rights of indigenous people, their communities and other communities . . . enable[ing] them to have an economic stake in forest use, perform economic activities, and achieve and maintain cultural identity and social organization, as well as adequate levels of livelihood and well-being . . . .

Forest Principles, supra note 59, at princ. 5(a).

128 Rio Declaration, supra note 5, at princ. 10; Forest Principles, supra note 59, at princ. 2(c).

129 See Rio Declaration, supra note 5, at princ. 22 (arguing that states should recognize and support the participation of local communities in environmental management); Forest Principles, supra note 59, at princ. 2(d) (requiring governments to promote the involvement of individuals and communities in forest planning).

130 Rio Declaration, supra note 5, at princ. 22; Forest Principles, supra note 59, at princ. 12(d).

131 Rio Declaration, supra note 5, at princ. 10.
ets set the foundation for a relationship between the state and communities dependent on state-owned natural resources that are necessary for the implementation of localized forest management.

If anything, the *Plan of Implementation*, the most recent expression of sustainable development by the international community, features the most elegant and concerted support for community forestry yet. Among the nine actions specified to achieve sustainable development is to "[r]ecognize and support indigenous and community-based forest management systems to ensure their full and effective participation in sustainable forest management." 132 More generally, the *Plan of Implementation* presents overarching principles guiding sustainable development at the national level, including support for local management initiatives, 135 access to policy information and programs, 134 and enhanced participation of stakeholders and the broader public in the allocation of natural resources. 135 In other words, community forestry fulfills the current international environmental agenda featuring "'[g]rassroots' empowerment" as a centerpiece. 136

III. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND HUMAN RIGHTS

Sustainable development is unquestionably more than just a compromise between states over the current international environmental policy. Rather, the *Rio Declaration* places human beings, and not states, "at the centre of concerns for sustainable development." 137 Moreover, the obligations of states detailed in the *Rio Declaration* focus on the relationship between states and their own people with respect to the environment. 136 This signals a dimension of sustainable development unexplored to this point in its description. Sustainable development is not strictly an environmental goal of the international community but a constraint on state action in the form of rights held by communities recognized in the *Rio Declaration* and other instru-
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132 *Plan of Implementation*, supra note 65, at para. 43(h).
133 *Id.* at para. 149.
134 *Id.* at para. 146.
135 *Id.* at paras. 146-47.
137 *Rio Declaration*, *supra* note 5, at princ. 1.
138 *See*, e.g., *id.* at princ. 11 ("States shall enact effective environmental legislation. Environmental standards, management objectives and priorities should reflect the environmental and developmental context to which they apply. Standards applied by some countries may be inappropriate and of unwarranted economic and social cost to other countries, in particular developing countries.").
ments on sustainable development. It is these rights, which the international community has made a fundamental component of sustainable development, that arguably give shape to a "right to environment."

The role of human rights in sustainable development means that the Rio Declaration and the Forest Principles do more than endorse community forestry as a form of implementing sustainable development. By embracing the application of human rights in the struggle for environmental protection, they place local communities at the center of designs to implement sustainable development.

The role of local communities in protecting the environment reflects "something of a revolution in international environmental policy." Previous attitudes in the international community advocated a hard-line conservationism, viewing local communities as a threat to the environment that should be excluded. Lee Breckenridge argues that this transformation of international environmental law took place due to a convergence of environmental and human rights perspectives to prevent the gross exploitation of natural resources by governments and private entities. As he conceives these two perspectives, their union is not a natural one.

Initial reactions to the growing problem of natural resource exploitation engendered competing positions between the two sides. The environmental approach sought international control of the environment in order to protect the international community from the global effects of domestic degradation. The human rights approach sought local control through secure property rights, as well as protection of the autonomy and self-determination of local communities from encroachment by either international control of their environment or its destruction. Breckenridge ponders that, "[p]erhaps because existing international law has seemed insufficiently effective, advocates for 'environmental' and 'human rights' causes have reached out, in recent years, to form alliances and to make use of each other's legal rhetoric to gain additional leverage." Sustainable development is a direct by-product of this trend.

This Part examines the nature of a right to environment and the role of human rights in the effort to achieve sustainable development.
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139 Breckenridge, supra note 115, at 745.
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141 Id. at 759.
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The discussion drives toward two basic conclusions. First, the concept of sustainable development defines a right to environment by invoking preexisting rights in an environmental context. Second, this human right to environment plays an indispensable role in achieving the implementation of sustainable development. The international community needs to move more decisively in the direction of recognizing a human right to environment if it is to establish a framework in which sustainable development can become a global reality.

Part II presented the argument that community forestry promotes the resource management and incentives necessary to realize the international agenda of sustainable development at the local level. This is not to say that the conduct of governments within their own borders conforms with international policy, even when the same governments have pronounced their commitment to the policy in question. Thus, the promise of community forestry falls far short of securing its own implementation in the developing nations that helped to forge the concept of sustainable development on a policy level and pledged to follow it on a practical level. To the contrary, the Pheapimex Concession shows that governments of developing states can, and often do, align with industry against sustainable use and local control of resources. Governments and industry are also the most influential determinants of resources in developing states.

The human right to environment empowers private parties to enforce the commitments of developing states to strive toward sustainable development. There is nothing radical about these assertions. While the debate over a right to environment continues, this Part identifies strong support among commentators for the existence of the human right, albeit in a strictly procedural form. According to these commentators, the right to environment is the right of participation in environmental matters. Such participation forces the input of local communities and other stakeholders into an otherwise unilateral decision-making process by states and their favored constituents—a process that often results in disposing of natural resources in circumvention of the principles of sustainable development. This procedural right constitutes one component of the right to environment. However, this moderate position, regarding the right to environment strictly by these terms, strips the right of its potency and undermines its purpose by denying the crucial function of the right:

143 See supra notes 38-40 and accompanying text (positing reasons for why states defy sustainable resource management even in the face of alarming resource depletion).
empowering local communities. It is thus integral for the right to environment to contain not only a procedural but also a substantive component furthering social, economic, and cultural rights as they relate to environmental matters. Only then does the procedural aspect of the right amount to anything more than a formality. Only then is the design for implementing sustainable development feasible and complete.

A. The Obstacles to Realizing a Human Right to Environment

The first statement of a human rights approach to environmental protection was a forceful one. The Declaration of the U.N. Conference on the Human Environment produced at Stockholm in 1972 (Stockholm Declaration) laid out as its first principle that “[m]an has the fundamental right to freedom, equality and adequate conditions of life, in an environment of a quality that permits a life of dignity and well-being.” Despite such unequivocal language, there is strong reason to believe that the Stockholm Declaration and subsequent international instruments (most notably, the Rio Declaration) fell short of giving life to a substantive human right to environment.

Among the evidence offered in support of this conclusion is that significant problems exist in defining the contents of a right to environment. Michael Anderson notes that in reply to the dilemma of
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146 For a complete discussion of the arguments offered against the existence of a substantive human right to environment and the issues facing any attempt to fashion one, see Michael R. Anderson, Human Rights Approaches to Environmental Protection: An Overview, in Human Rights Approaches to Environmental Protection 1, 10-19 (Alan E. Boyle & Michael R. Anderson eds., 1996); Alan Boyle, The Role of International Human Rights Law in the Protection of the Environment, in Human Rights Approaches to Environmental Protection, supra, at 43, 48-57; Guntner Handl, Human Rights and Protection of the Environment: A Mildly “Revisionist” View, in Human Rights, Sustainable Development and the Environment, supra note 54, at 117, 129-32. Boyle sums up the core criticisms nicely in the following passage:

[The recognition of a human right to environment] is neither necessary nor desirable . . . . [in light of] the difficulty of definition, the inefficiency of developing environmental standards in response to individual complaints, the
how substantive environmental rights should be defined, "[r]eferences are made to a ‘clean’, ‘healthy’, ‘decent’, ‘viable’, ‘satisfactory’, ‘ecologically balanced’, or ‘sustainable’ environment. . . . But such definitions often do little definitional work, and end up begging the question [they seek to resolve]."\(^{147}\) It is possible that the ambiguity surrounding the right is inherent. Alan Boyle explains that any attempt to identify the qualitative aspects of environmental rights may suffer from cultural relativism.\(^{148}\) A strategy to avoid this problem focuses the definition of environmental rights on narrower concepts, such as health, that are more easily adapted to legal standards. According to Boyle, however, this solution proves self-defeating because the results “scarcely address[] environmental protection at all.”\(^{149}\)

Another argument against the existence of a substantive human right to environment is that it is disadvantageous. Günther Handl warns that a right to environment possesses a siren-like quality—it sounds admirable in theory, but this only serves to divert attention from its many disadvantages in practice.\(^{150}\) Among Handl’s more biting criticisms are that the right is too simple to adequately address the complexity of environmental issues; it aims to cure mere symptoms without solving the structural causes of environmental degradation; it

\(^{147}\) See Birnie and Boyle, supra note 146, at 142 (calling an environmental human right “little more than legal window-dressing” and advocating a more “realistic” approach that builds on existing international environmental structures toward a general recognition of “specific or well-defined environmental rights”).
offers no assurances that the benefits of environmental preservation will inure to the disadvantaged groups for which it is designed; and, finally, it threatens both to attract the ire of developing nations and industry while crowding out other legal remedies better suited to environmental issues.\textsuperscript{151} Handl believes that these significant negatives militating against a substantive right to environment are largely ignored in public discourse of the issue because of the accepted relationship between preservation of the environment and promotion of human rights.\textsuperscript{152} Handl concedes that the relationship is "self-evident," but warns against conceptualizing environmental protection in terms of human rights as a result of the downsides he describes inherent to the approach.\textsuperscript{153}

A final justification for the claim that there is no substantive human right to environment is the Rio Declaration itself. The Rio Declaration is not formally binding on the international community.\textsuperscript{154} Consequently, it does not entail a response to the formalistic objection that dogged the Stockholm Declaration’s construction of the right—namely, that a substantive right to environment "has not found express affirmation in any binding or effective international legal instrument."\textsuperscript{155}

Still, even the most adamant proponents of this criticism do not suggest that nonbinding instruments exercise no influence on the international order.\textsuperscript{156} The Rio Declaration can constitute a traditional source of international law\textsuperscript{157} giving rise to a right to environment if viewed as codifying existing state custom. Unanimous state support for the Rio Declaration at its conference and through the U.N. General Assembly is only the beginning of this inquiry. The claim that the Rio Declaration has the character of customary international law requires a showing that its principles reflect definitive state practice and \textit{opinio

\textsuperscript{151} See id. at 137-39 (criticizing a human right to environment). \textit{But see} Rodriguez-Rivera, \textit{supra} note 71, at 31-32 (summarizing and rebutting Handl’s arguments by asserting that Handl wrongly assumes that a human rights approach to environmental protection operates in isolation, rather than as part of an interdisciplinary approach, and that Handl’s arguments merely attack the effectiveness of a human right to environment but do not question its existence).

\textsuperscript{152} Handl, \textit{supra} note 146, at 119.

\textsuperscript{153} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{154} U.N. CHARTER art. 10.

\textsuperscript{155} Handl, \textit{supra} note 146, at 122.

\textsuperscript{156} See id. at 128 (noting the practical effects of nonbinding instruments).

\textsuperscript{157} See \textit{infra} note 165 (setting forth the text of Article 38(1) of the Statute of the International Court of Justice, which lists the traditional sources of international law).
juris, i.e., state belief that a principle is accepted as law.\textsuperscript{158} While some commentators affix the label of customary international law to narrow areas addressed by the \textit{Rio Declaration},\textsuperscript{159} broader assertions, like the rise of a substantive right to environment from the \textit{Rio Declaration}, are viewed as aspirational.\textsuperscript{160} To make this point, Howard Mann compares the \textit{Stockholm Declaration} and the \textit{Rio Declaration}. He states that only one principle set forth in the \textit{Stockholm Declaration} has been widely thought to constitute international law and argues that the \textit{Rio Declaration} is of “no higher legal status.”\textsuperscript{161} An examination of the decade following the Earth Summit and the WSSD confirms this conclusion.\textsuperscript{162} In sum, the characterization of the \textit{Rio Declaration} as customary international law is subject to compelling normative objections.

Finally, commentators have looked beyond traditional source doctrine of international law to support the existence of a right to environment. One prevalent argument asserts that the \textit{Rio Declaration} qualifies as a statement of “soft law” that, in conjunction with other international documents of a similar vane, creates a right to environment.\textsuperscript{163} Soft law describes “international norms that contain a mixture of ethical and political values or economic claims in a form not traditionally regarded as a source of international law.”\textsuperscript{164} By definition, soft law defies the standard articulation of sources of interna-

\textsuperscript{158} See Rosalyn Higgins, \textsc{Problems and Process: International Law and How We Use It} 18-19 (1994) (explaining the concept of \textit{opinio juris} and discussing the problems associated with the relationship between practice and \textit{opinio juris}). For a reference to the \textit{Rio Declaration} as it fits within the context of customary law, see Howard Mann, \textit{Comment on the Paper by Philippe Sands, in \textsc{Sustainable Development and International Law}}, supra note 56, at 67, 69 n.9.

\textsuperscript{159} See, e.g., Boyle, \textit{supra} note 58, at 68 (stating that “the Declaration is in part a re-statement of existing customary law on transboundary matters”); Sands, \textit{supra} note 69, at 57 (noting that “[e]lements of [the \textit{Rio Declaration}] reflect, at least in part, customary international law”).

\textsuperscript{160} Mann, \textit{supra} note 158, at 69.

\textsuperscript{161} Id.

\textsuperscript{162} See \textit{supra} notes 64-66 and accompanying text (reviewing the disappointing results of the \textit{Rio Declaration} discussed at the WSSD).

\textsuperscript{163} See Rodriguez-Rivera, \textit{supra} note 71, at 45 (explaining that a right to environment is recognized “[i]f the sources of international law are expanded to conform to the evolution of modern international law”); see also R.S. Pathak, \textit{The Human Rights System as a Conceptual Framework for Environmental Law, in \textsc{Environmental Change and International Law}} 205, 238-39 (Edith Brown Weiss ed., 1992) (describing the role soft law plays in developing international environmental law).

tional law found in the Statute of the International Court of Justice.165 These sources express a positivist conception of international law by virtue of the fact that accepted law includes that which has received state consent or commitment.166 Thus, under this orthodoxy, if the Rio Declaration were understood as binding (or "hard law"), there would be a strong presumption that it constitutes international law because all participating states consented to be bound by its terms.167 Because the Rio Declaration is nonbinding, it is a less persuasive articulation of state consent.168 However, this concession is not equivalent to dismissing the Rio Declaration as evidence of state support, nor does it negate the ability of the Rio Declaration to foster legal norms.169 To what effect the Rio Declaration has created a right to environment depends upon whether its principles enjoy the authority of having received state consent and the expectation that states will take its content seriously.170

Handl stresses that this analysis presents high, strict standards not met in the case for a soft-law formulation of a substantive right to environment. He surveys international and domestic practice and legislation171 and concludes that "[t]he evidentiary basis that proponents of [a right to environment] rely upon is simply too narrow or normatively too weak to lend itself to the major normative extrapolation that a human right to a healthy environment would undoubtedly repre-

165 Article 38(1) of the Statute of the International Court of Justice instructs the court to apply:
(a) international conventions, whether general or particular, establishing rules expressly recognized by the contesting States;
(b) international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law;
(c) the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations;
(d) . . . judicial decisions and the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations, as subsidiary means for the determination of rules of law.
Statute of the International Court of Justice, 1947 I.C.J. Acts & Docs. 37, 46 (ser. D) No. 1, at art. 38(1); see also HIGGINS, supra note 158, at 19 (examining the controversy surrounding practice, custom, and opinio juris).

166 Rodriguez-Rivera, supra note 71, at 38.

167 For a description of the perceived differences "between norms (hard law) and non-norms (soft law)," see id. at 41.

168 Id.

169 Carlson, supra note 164, at 1202.

170 See id. at 1202-03 (describing the "essential ingredient" of soft law as possessing the attributes of international consent and intention of state adherence to the expressed norm).

171 See Handl, supra note 146, at 120-29 (reviewing various approaches to the right to a healthy environment as an existing or emerging human right).
sent.” In other words, the content embodied by a right to environment is not, by Handl’s estimation, supported by the endorsement of specific state consent or practice.

The language of the *Rio Declaration* seems to admit as much. The rights terminology found in the *Stockholm Declaration* is noticeably absent from the analogous first principle in the *Rio Declaration*. The omission is even starker considering the *Rio Declaration’s* unambiguous affirmation of a state’s sovereign right to exploit its own resources. At the very least, this signals uncertainty over the idea and, at most, reveals the absence of international consensus.

B. The Procedural Form of a Right to Environment

1. As a Response to the Skeptics

An alternative formulation of a human right to environment that dodges the pitfalls described above is the view that the right is procedural in character as opposed to substantive. The message for states in the *Rio Declaration*—to provide open access to information, participation in decision-making, or judicial or administrative dispute resolution, and to give credence to the knowledge and practices of local communities—while not framed clearly in terms of rights, arguably amounts to a human right to democratic governance in the environmental context. Alan Boyle espouses this view, understanding that these rights are contingent upon the notion that sustainable development is not left solely in the hands of the state. Rather, the *Rio Declaration* applies “notions of civic participation in public affairs already reflected in existing civil and political rights” to matters of the

---

172 Id. at 128.
173 Boyle, *supra* note 146, at 43. The principle states that “[h]uman beings are at the centre of concerns for sustainable development” and that “[t]hey are entitled to a healthy and productive life in harmony with nature.” *Rio Declaration,* *supra* note 5, at princ. 1.
174 *Rio Declaration,* *supra* note 5, at princ. 2.
175 See *supra* notes 128-31 and accompanying text (listing procedural mandates in the *Rio Declaration* and the *Forest Principles*).
176 Though the *Rio Declaration* and the *Forest Principles* do not overtly establish individual or communal rights, their language, particularly that of the *Rio Declaration*, can support that conclusion. Principle 10 of the *Rio Declaration*, the central principle on the issue of a human right to environment, features mandatory language that each individual “shall” enjoy the benefits described in the principle. *Rio Declaration,* *supra* note 5, at princ. 10.
177 Boyle, *supra* note 146, at 60.
In other words, the existing participatory rights found in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), and other international human rights documents enforce the notion that the participatory rights in the Rio Declaration are, in fact, rights. What their inclusion in the Rio Declaration adds, given their prior existence, is their unmistakable application in environmental matters. This alone is significant. The rights to democratic participation in both the UDHR and the ICCPR, as classically defined, state a general right to contribute to the composition of government—election of representatives being the foremost benefit they secure. The Rio Declaration arguably broadens this right to apply in cases when the government enters into contracts involving state-owned resources, thus creating a much stronger and more immediate form of public participation for those most affected by these decisions. Consequently, local communities need not wait for the next election cycle—and the attendant glut of other issues that compete for attention—to voice displeasure over harm to their environment. The opinion of local communities lends weight and credibility to the initial government decision empowering these communities to a degree not specifically envisioned under the designs of either the UDHR or the ICCPR.

Boyle concludes from his analysis that “[p]ublic participation . . . is thus a central element in sustainable development.” His version of sustainable development establishes a role for those most affected by instituted changes to the environment in determining the balance

---

178 Id.; see also BIRNIE & BOYLE, supra note 145, at 261 (“The narrowest but strongest argument for a human right to the environment focuses not on environmental quality, but on procedural rights, including access to environmental information, access to justice, and participation in environmental decision-making.”). Handl warns against deriving environmental rights from existing human rights. He argues that “the existence of an established human right that is conceptually related, perhaps in some way even logically antecedent, to the claimed environmental entitlement, cannot be invoked dispositively to establish the latter’s international normativity as ‘derived from’ or ‘subsumed under’ the former’s.” Handl, supra note 146, at 126. Note that this attack, as stated, is not levied against a procedural right to environment since existing procedural rights are not used to “derive” environmental rights. Boyle merely applies procedural rights to the environmental context. Handl even endorses such rights, albeit on a regional (as opposed to global) level. Id. at 139-41.


181 Boyle, supra note 146, at 61.

182 Id. at 64.
of environmental, social, and economic interest with respect to a state’s natural resources. Additionally, it preserves flexibility by defining sustainable development on a national level, taking into account the differences between states that shape the look of environmental protection. These benefits do not exist for local communities under an international regime that maintains a substantive human right for the protection of the environment.

Finally, procedural rights not only comport with the Rio Declaration but also address the “greatest challenge for both human rights standards and environmental regulation”: the problem of enforcement. It is said that a practical remedy is “worth a thousand pious pronouncements.” The extensive scope of environmental regulation that is already in place begs the question of what else a substantive human right to environment could achieve. Boyle suggests that the novel approach to environmental law shows no indication of contributing anything but redundancy to a fledgling system. Typically, human rights are valuable tools of the international community because they have direct effects on domestic policies. In this area, Boyle observes that international encroachment already has laid to waste domestic sovereignty. For those states that remain defiant, the addition of human rights will not spark them to rethink their positions.

---

183 Id.
184 Id.
185 See id. (“What constitutes sustainable development and an acceptable environment is in the end a matter for each society to determine according to its own values and choices . . . .”).
186 Anderson, supra note 146, at 19; see also Andrew Harding, Practical Human Rights, NGOs and the Environment in Malaysia, in HUMAN RIGHTS APPROACHES TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION, supra note 146, at 227, 228 (discussing environmental legislation and the “inadequacy of enforcement” in Malaysia).
187 Harding, supra note 186, at 229.
188 See Boyle, supra note 146, at 53 (“While it would have undoubted rhetorical force, such a right [to a ‘decent environment’] in international law may in reality be largely redundant.”).
189 Id. at 56.
190 Id.
191 Id.
2. A Procedural Right to Environment in Action: Why It Is Inadequate

A strictly procedural conception of a human right to environment steers the resolution of environmental matters in a political direction as opposed to a legal one. Under this view, the interests of local communities dependent on natural resources—to which the successful implementation of sustainable development is intimately connected—are given adequate voice through democratic decision making with regard to such natural resources. The implementation of a political framework alone is deficient. It does not sufficiently empower environmentally reliant communities and thus does not promote sustainable development. Merely having a place at the negotiating table does not mean that anyone is listening to these communities. Their opinions are hollow so long as there is a lack of authority behind them. And that is only dependably rectified by arming reliant communities with substantive legal rights.

The features of a community forest can range across a wide spectrum.\footnote{There are, however, certain commonalities, of which one is crucial for our purposes. The creation of a community forest management system requires an agreement between local communities, as the users of the forest, and the government, as the landowner. As the example of the Pheapimex Concession shows, states have little or no incentive to enter into an agreement formalizing a joint ownership of the forest.}{192} There are, however, certain commonalities, of which one is crucial for our purposes. The creation of a community forest management system requires an agreement between local communities, as the users of the forest, and the government, as the landowner.\footnote{The authoritative source on the subject in Cambodia is the COMMUNITY FORESTRY GUIDELINES, supra note 106. Concern Worldwide, an NGO operating a Community Forestry Program and a leader in the effort to establish community forests in Cambodia, attempts to follow the procedures described in the Community Forestry Guidelines in its projects. Telephone Interview with Danny Harvey, Advisor, Community Forestry Program, Concern Worldwide (July 26, 2001). Broadly, there are three basic steps en route to establishing a community forest: (1) local- and provincial-level planning including collecting information about the forest, its resources, and local community dependence on them, determining how the local villages organize themselves, educating villagers on the concept of community forestry, and beginning to provide technical training; (2) preparation of an application by the communities for submission to the appropriate authorities; and (3) formalization of the classification through a community forest agreement defining the location of the community forest, its duration, and the local communities' rights and obligations with respect to it. COMMUNITY FORESTRY GUIDELINES, supra note 106, at 4-15, 20-21.}{193} As the example of the Pheapimex Concession shows, states have little or no incentive to enter into an agreement formalizing a joint ownership of the forest.\footnote{See supra Part I (demonstrating that financial benefits from failing to prevent deforestation may outweigh the desires and needs of local populations in decisions of resource allocation by impoverished states).}{194}
Formally and informally, Cambodia consented to abide by the doctrine of sustainable development. Cambodia attended the Earth Summit, proclaiming the *Rio Declaration*.\(^{195}\) In 1955, it became a member of the U.N. General Assembly,\(^{196}\) which later adopted the *Rio Declaration* without a vote.\(^{197}\) The *Cambodia Human Development Report 1999: Village Economy and Development*, released by the Ministry of Planning,\(^{198}\) echoes the fundamental principle of sustainable development that local communities must have a right to participate in decisions affecting their economic futures.\(^{199}\) Cambodia has passed many laws that integrate the components of sustainable development into domestic law.\(^{200}\) Most recently, it was an active participant in the WSSD and its preparation\(^{201}\) and gave its support to the *Plan of Implementation*.\(^{202}\)
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195 *Rio Declaration*, supra note 5, at pmbl.
198 *CAMBODIA HUMAN DEVELOPMENT REPORT 1999*, supra note 79.
199 See id. at 21-22 ("For true development to take place in villages, the ultimate stakeholders (viz., communities, villages and villagers) should be fully involved in the process of their economic development and should, indeed, take on a larger advocacy role with respect to central and provincial governments, international donors, and the private sector.").
200 See, e.g., *Cambodian Law on Environmental Protection and Natural Resource Management* ch. 7, arts. 16-18 (encouraging public participation by providing for access to information on environmental protection and natural resource management), available at http://law.nus.edu.sg/apcel/dbase/cambodia/primary/caaenv.html; id. at ch. 3, art. 6 (requiring completion of an environmental impact assessment on projects, both public and private, for review by the Ministry of Environment before the project is considered by the Royal Government of Cambodia); *Cambodian Draft Forestry Law* ch. 14, art. 74 (calling for a subsequent subdecree on using state forestland to plant trees, taking into account the potential social and environmental impact of the species).
202 *REPORT ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT*, supra note 201, at 139.
Some measures taken by the Cambodian government support the conclusion that it made an effort to comply with international mandate in granting the Pheapimex Concession. For example, representatives of the Ministry of Environment were dispatched to consider the environmental impact of the proposed project on the 5000 hectares of forest where Pheapimex was authorized to begin work. This arguably fulfills the state’s obligation to perform an environmental impact assessment under the *Rio Declaration* and the *Forest Principles.* It is worth mentioning, however, that both inspectors from the Ministry of Environment submitted recommendations that the project not proceed due to potential environmental harm. Also, steps were taken to involve the local community in the form of a meeting between representatives of the local villages and members of the provincial government with authority over the matter. Participation of the local population held little significance at best, since the government’s overtures came more than a full year after the Pheapimex Concession was executed committing the forest to Pheapimex. Therefore, it can hardly be said that the local villages contributed to the decision-making process concerning the concession. Overlooking the timing of events, state officials retained the opportunity to reconcile local concerns with the Pheapimex Concession. The Secretary of MAFF remarked that “if any problems arise with local people . . . the company should cooperate with the government to discuss the problem.” Despite emphatic local opposition expressed to various levels of government on numerous occasions, the Secretary of MAFF ne-
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203 Author’s Notes from Meeting in Pursat (July 11, 2001) (on file with author). The involvement of officials from the Ministry of Environment came at the expense of the LAC Land Unit. Unlike the general survey performed years earlier by the Chief of Pursat Province, Letter from MAFF Chief, supra note 17, the more recent study focused on the area of concern for the Ansa Chambak and Kbal Trach communes as an attempt to strengthen their argument for a community forest. Still, to the credit of the Ministry of Environment, its officials were permitted to go.

204 *Rio Declaration*, supra note 5, at princ. 17.

205 *Forest Principles*, supra note 59, at princ. 8(h).

206 Author’s Notes from Meeting in Pursat, supra note 203.

207 The Pheapimex Concession was signed in January 2000 while the meeting between the villagers of the Ansa Chambak commune and the provincial administration did not occur until March 2001. *See supra* notes 6-7, 22, 32 and accompanying text (recounting the chronology of these events).

208 Letter from MAFF Secretary of State, supra note 15, at 1.

209 *See supra* notes 22-34 and accompanying text (describing community reliance on forestland and opposition to the Pheapimex Concession).
neglected to intervene.210 Finally, local communities could seek redress in the Cambodian court system as provided for in the *Rio Declaration*—securing "[e]ffective access to judicial and administrative proceedings."211 The legality of the Pheapimex Concession under Cambodian law could be questioned in several regards.212 However, there is a severe lack of confidence in Cambodia's court system, particularly in conflicts featuring parties of disparate power or wealth.213 The weak judicial branch is prone to favoritism and corruption in such circumstances, undermining the reliability of the courts to deliver equitable remedies.214 Given Pheapimex's financial position, its political connections, its position as a landholder of a considerable portion of Cambodia, and its history of demonstrating a penchant for "might makes right" tactics,215 little hope exists for a legal solution. In sum, the Pheapimex Concession illuminates the deficiencies of a procedural right to environment that fails to address the lack of power held by local communities, which the procedural right is intended to protect. The procedural protections are reduced to mere formalities.

Government behavior suggests that without a formal connection between the forest and the surrounding communities, local input is easily ignored. The Secretary of MAFF has asserted that no connection exists;216 and, of course, in a traditional ownership sense, he is correct. Consequently, it may be argued that a procedural conception
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210 Instead, the Secretary of MAFF authorized Pheapimex to proceed according to the Pheapimex Concession. Letter from MAFF Secretary of State, *supra* note 15, at 1.

211 *Rio Declaration*, *supra* note 5, at princ. 10.


214 *Id.*

215 *See Part I, and particularly note 10 and accompanying text, for a detailed discussion of Pheapimex's abuses in conducting its agro-industrial projects and in exercising influence as a force in Cambodian politics.*

216 Letter from MAFF Secretary of State, *supra* note 15, at 1.
of a human right to environment has limited potential to impact environmental exploitation within developing nations without also imbuing the local communities that utilize such procedures with substantive leverage in the eyes of the state.

One method of lending weight to the position of communities reliant on the local environment is political, through international NGOs. Among the advantages of the procedural interpretation of environmental rights, Boyle lists the increased “rights of intervention” provided to NGOs and, consequently, their augmented importance. David Wirth takes this issue up in extensive detail arguing that “a partnership model of advocacy can be an effective tool for . . . public interest organizations to achieve responsible environmental policies in developing nations.” He explains that the international organization acts as a conduit to communicate local concerns to the international community. This, in turn, often leads to international intervention in developing states’ affairs in the interest of furthering the international agenda to support local communities. In fundamental terms, the partnership model achieves a coalescence of “legitimacy” (provided by directly affected communities) and “leverage” (provided by the international community through NGOs) to advance a shared agenda.

Boyle, supra note 146, at 62.

David A. Wirth, Legitimacy, Accountability, and Partnership: A Model for Advocacy on Third World Environmental Issues, 100 Yale L.J. 2645, 2649 (1991). Ross Daniels, a member of Amnesty International’s International Executive Committee responsible for Asia, acknowledges the role of NGOs in promoting sustainable development practices and urges the further use of international human rights in that effort.

NGOs engaged in challenging the negative human or environmental impact of various models of economic development should fully utilise the language, framework and mechanisms of human rights protection in their advocacy and campaigning work. They play a front-line role as human rights monitors and defenders in the course of their struggle for alternative, people-oriented, sustainable development.


Wirth, supra note 218, at 2658.

Id.

Id. at 2651. The partnership process also has potential to enact changes in international law—specifically, human rights law—as according to idealational theorists. Ideational theory posits that the source of human rights commitments lies with influential ideas capable of shaping the interests of state and non-state actors. Lawrence R. Helfer, Overlegalizing Human Rights: International Relations Theory and the Commonwealth Caribbean Backlash Against Human Rights Regimes, 102 Colum. L. Rev. 1832, 1842
This paradigm has immense potential for application to Cambodia because it relies on foreign aid for nearly half of its operating budget. Cambodia's past pledges to international donors to stamp out the illegal timber trade validates this point. In spite of promises, human rights and other organizations suspected a conspiracy among government and military personnel to continue felling trees for the timber market. These fears contributed to a decision by the World Bank to suspend aid, which elicited swift action by Cambodia's government.

The danger of depending on international NGOs to supply environmentally reliant communities with the influence that makes procedural rights effective is two-fold. Most obviously, it undermines the self-reliance of the rights-holders. It is unrealistic to think that the rural villagers of Cambodia, or elsewhere among developing nations, can independently exercise and protect their human rights. However, to promote dependence on NGOs as part of the system for enforcing human rights is hardly ideal and prompts questions as to the sustainability of such a system. In addition, the degree of dependence on NGOs threatens to create inherent inequality in the enforcement of human rights. A village's right to substantively participate in the decision-making process over the future of the local environment becomes linked to the accessibility of the NGO community, organizations' ability to advocate on behalf of the village, and the availability of NGO resources to pursue a beneficial resolution.

(2002). Changes in human rights law follow a "spiral model" according to which "transnational networks [and] domestic compliance constituencies create 'boomerang' patterns of influence on 'vulnerable' states by pressuring government officials "'from above" and "from below."" Id. at 1845-46 (citations omitted). Extrapolating further, from changes in a limited number of states there occurs a cascading effect in which "collections of norm-affirming events ... lead states rapidly to conform their conduct to international standards and implement those standards in their domestic legal systems." Id. at 1846; see also Harold Hongju Koh, Why Do Nations Obey International Law?, 106 YALE L.J. 2599, 2655-56 (1997) (explaining the process of intervention and compliance in the transnational legal process); Thomas Risse & Kathryn Sikkink, The Socialization of International Human Rights Norms into Domestic Practices: Introduction, in THE POWER OF HUMAN RIGHTS: INTERNATIONAL NORMS AND DOMESTIC CHANGE 1, 5-6 (Thomas Risse et al. eds., 1999) (arguing that advocacy networks help bring about "sustainable domestic change in the human rights area").

Suvendrini Kakuchi, Development-Cambodia: Hun Sen Gets Aid—And New Chance, INTER PRESS SERVICE, Feb. 26, 1999, LEXIS, InPres File. For 1999, the figure pledged to Cambodia by a group of twenty-three international donors, including sixteen governments, was $470 million. Id.

Cambodia Vows to “Try Its Best” to Save Forests, AGENCE FRANCE PRESSE, Feb. 25, 1999, LEXIS, AFP File.
Finally, it cannot be forgotten that the ultimate source of authority in Wirth’s partnership model is not the NGOs but the international community—particularly states and other donors supplying aid. As a practical matter, these entities cannot monitor the world’s commitment to sustainable development. Therefore, adopting a framework with a political mechanism for the enforcement of rights means that only those victimized by the most calamitous exploitations of the environment or by the most egregious governmental violators can expect to obtain redress through the human rights system. Those affected by the illegal timber trade that ravaged Cambodia’s forests eventually received relief at the urgings of the international community. But what about those affected by smaller scale but equally destructive activities or, in the case of the Pheapimex Concession, a project that unfolds gradually, muting its effects? The entire sustainable development enforcement framework based on procedural rights alone seems to suffer from a potential for inherent inequality.

C. A Substantive Right to Environment

1. Theoretical Foundations and Principle Content

Procedural rights should constitute the beginning of an enforcement paradigm for sustainable development, not its entirety. While Boyle is correct to emphasize a procedural approach to achieving sustainable development, a substantive right to environment remains necessary. It extends the procedure to the international forum and thereby grants reliable effect to the procedural aspect of the right. In a discussion of human rights, Rosalyn Higgins, a judge on the International Court of Justice (ICJ), exclaims that “it is to his own government that the individual will look for his most basic needs . . . [and] it is from his own government that an individual often most needs protection.” Higgins’s words could not ring more true in the context of environmental rights, as they perfectly underscore the reason why the international community must recognize a substantive right to environment.

The Rio Declaration declares from the outset that “[h]uman beings are at the centre of concerns for sustainable development.” This
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225 See supra notes 223-24 and accompanying text (describing international efforts to pressure the Cambodian government into curbing deforestation).
226 HIGGINS, supra note 158, at 95.
227 Rio Declaration, supra note 5, at princ. 1 (emphasis added).
statement is significant because of the parallels it makes with international human rights. International law underwent a transformation in the area of human rights from governing the relations between states to taking for its subject “the dignity and worth of the human person.” International human rights law recognizes that the individual possesses rights “simply by virtue of being a human person.” Consequently, state sovereignty protected by the Charter of the United Nations does not permit a state to infringe upon these rights. This limitation on state authority is enforced by venues beyond the state with jurisdiction over human rights infractions. Communities reliant on the local environment must have the ability to seek redress in an international forum for activities contrary to the notion of sustainable development just as they could for violations of other human rights.

The argument for a substantive right to environment is much like its procedural counterpart. To recall, the procedural rights expressed in the Rio Declaration are neither unique to the Rio Declaration nor elevated to the status of rights through their appearance in the Rio Declaration. Instead, the Rio Declaration merely confirms the application of preexisting rights to the environmental context. It can be said that the Rio Declaration serves an identical function with regard to substantive human rights, especially in the economic, social, and cultural spheres.

As previously discussed, the Rio Declaration attracted support amidst growing concerns for the burdens that poor individuals and nations shoulder as a result of environmental degradation. The
UDHR and the *International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights* (ICESCR) contain fundamental protections implicated in the relationship between poverty and environmental harm. Included are the right to free development of one's personality and maintenance of one's dignity in economic, social, and cultural terms, the rights to a standard of living and environment adequate for one's health and well-being, and the rights to cultural life and to benefit from scientific progress and its application. By affirming the human rights approach to environmental protection—and more specifically, by giving mention to many of these preexisting rights—the *Rio Declaration* reveals an awareness among the international community of the relationship between these human rights and the environment. It is a relationship with a reciprocal component. In one direction, these human rights play a vital role in the realization of environmental protection through sustainable development. In the other direction, environmental preservation is an essential characteristic of the fulfillment of other human rights. R.S. Pathak explains:

[T]he protection and improvement of man's environment arise directly out of a vital need to protect human life, to assure its quality and condition, to ensure the prerequisites indispensable to safeguarding human dignity and human worth and the development of the human personality, and to create an ethos promoting individual and collective welfare in all the dimensions of human existence.

That a substantive right to environment makes critical contributions to the fulfillment of economic, social, and cultural rights, especially in developing states, and the success of sustainable development, is the strongest argument for its existence.

It has already been conceded that the *Rio Declaration*, on its face, is more sedate in asserting a right to environment by comparison with the *Stockholm Declaration* of two decades earlier. Along the same lines,
the *Rio Declaration* carefully delineates what states "shall" and "should" do throughout its principles. The more advisory term of "should" is reserved for the principles that give shape to a substantive right: achieving a higher quality of life,\(^{239}\) strengthening efficient use of the environment through technology,\(^{240}\) promoting economic growth through environmentally sound trade,\(^{241}\) discouraging pollution that poses environmental and health risks,\(^{242}\) internalizing environmental costs,\(^{243}\) and mobilizing the youngest generation to implement and respect the idea of sustainable development.\(^{244}\) In sum, references to economic, social, and cultural rights in the *Rio Declaration* are couched in less forceful terms than procedural rights, which states "shall" provide.

It could be inferred from this correlation between the two types of rights and the two types of emphasis that a substantive right to environment is more aspiration than law. However, arriving at this conclusion ignores the differences among the types of rights themselves. Procedural rights impose clear, enforceable obligations on states. Economic, social, and cultural rights are not enforced with the same rigidity.\(^{245}\) Primarily, they are rights that the individual is expected to assert through her own efforts.\(^{246}\) States in this case must "respect the

\(^{239}\) *Rio Declaration*, supra note 5, at princ. 8.

\(^{240}\) *Id.* at princ. 9.

\(^{241}\) *Id.* at princ. 12.

\(^{242}\) *Id.* at princ. 14.

\(^{243}\) *Id.* at princ. 16.

\(^{244}\) *Id.* at princ. 21.


\(^{246}\) This is the case for traditional economic, social, and cultural rights expressed in the *UDHR* and the *ICESCR*. *See id.* at 387 (explaining that the United Nations expects individuals to "ensure the satisfaction" of their needs). These rights are termed "second generation human rights." Pathak, *supra* note 163, at 215-16. Since the right to environment reflects an extension of second-generation human rights to the environmental context, its realization is also predicated on a combination of individual and state behavior. *See Maggio & Lynch, supra* note 55, at pt. V (summarizing Higgins's characterizations of international human rights). By contrast, though, the right to environment takes this concept a step further: "'[I]t can be realized only through the concerted efforts of all the actors on the social scene: the individual, the State, public and private bodies and the international community."

freedom of the individuals to take the necessary actions and use the necessary resources.\textsuperscript{247} Only on a secondary level do states bear an obligation to actively protect these rights from encroachment or ensure their fulfillment by satisfying the basic needs of the individual.\textsuperscript{248} Even then, the obligation of states to take affirmative measures remains flexible to "accord[] with the organization and resources of each State."\textsuperscript{249} Consequently, for the Rio Declaration to set forth that states "shall," for example, provide a higher quality of life for all people misconstrues the nature of economic, social, and cultural rights. Achieving an adequate quality of life remains largely the responsibility of the individual. International law on the subject is first and foremost concerned with preventing states from inhibiting progress toward that goal.

Economic, social, and cultural rights have not been held historically in the same regard as civil and political rights.\textsuperscript{250} Thus, it may be the case that any reluctance to note their presence in a right to environment fashioned by the Rio Declaration, together with the attempt to recognize the procedural aspects of the right through the same instrument, is somehow a product of the differing status between the categories of rights. However, this artificial separation of civil and political rights from economic, social, and cultural rights defies the express and intended message of the UDHR.\textsuperscript{251} More recently, it was renounced by the international community at the World Conference on Human Rights in Vienna.\textsuperscript{252} The conference declared that "[a]ll hu-

generation rights. Consequently, the right to environment, among other recently formed rights, are donned "third generation [human] rights." Maggio & Lynch, supra note 55, at pt. V.

\textsuperscript{247} Eide, supra note 245, at 387.

\textsuperscript{248} Id. at 387-89 ("State obligations consist, at a secondary level, of the protection of the freedom of action and the use of resources against other, more assertive or aggressive subjects . . . .").

\textsuperscript{249} UDHR, supra note 179, at art. 22; see JOHANNES MORSINK, THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS 193-94 (1999) (indicating that the language of Article 22 of the UDHR considering the "resources of each State" was intended by the drafters to give context in the application of its terms to supply "adequate food and housing," and not to suggest that "these rights are less real").

\textsuperscript{250} See Eide, supra note 245, at 322 (relating the historical sources of social rights).

\textsuperscript{251} See UDHR, supra note 179, at art. 22 ("Everyone . . . is entitled to realization . . . of the economic, social, and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and the free development of his personality.").

human rights are universal, indivisible and interdependent and interrelated.\textsuperscript{253}

2. Revisiting the Critics

The foregoing discussion setting forth the fundamental grounds of a substantive right to environment within the framework of existing economic, social, and cultural rights draws considerable criticism as already examined. Part III.A raised questions of a theoretical and practical nature concerning a substantive right to environment in and of itself, as well as questions about its legitimacy within the international legal ethos. Having tested the mettle of the substantive right to environment laid out in the previous section, it is crucial to revisit these points of issue.

Chief among the criticisms described in Part III.A is Handl’s contention that there is simply insufficient support for a right to environment.\textsuperscript{254} To briefly review these objections, Handl first cites an absence of hard law establishing a right to environment. Thereafter, he depicts soft law expressions of the right to environment, including the 
\textit{Rio Declaration}, as lacking the authority of having received state consent and the expectation of adherence. Finally, he argues that these essential ingredients of consent and expected adherence cannot be imported from existing human rights based on the interrelation between such rights and the environment.

There are several responses to Handl’s conclusion that international law does not include a substantive right to environment. First, commentators take exception to Handl’s evidentiary argument by referencing the literally thousands of instruments found on the international, regional, and domestic levels that promote a substantive right to environment.\textsuperscript{255} Each example brings greater credence to the assertion that “international human rights instruments lag behind current international attitudes.”\textsuperscript{256}

Second, Handl possibly misconstrues the argument that a substantive right to environment exists by virtue of its relationship with existing human rights. Handl claims that advocates of this position unjus-

\textsuperscript{253} Id.
\textsuperscript{254} See supra notes 150-53 and accompanying text (detailing Handl’s objections to what he perceives to be a vague notion of environmental human rights).
\textsuperscript{255} See, e.g., Rodriguez-Rivera, supra note 71, at 44-45 (“[T]here are many instruments that serve as unmitigated sources for the recognition of the human right to environment in the international legal order.”).
\textsuperscript{256} Maggio & Lynch, supra note 55, at pt. I.
tifiably "derive" a right to environment from the corpus of international human rights. In other words, Handl attacks the assertion of a "different" right on the ground that it closely affects an existing entitlement. The problem is a lack of state consent for the newly fashioned right. However, Handl's point becomes moot when the asserted right contributes to the existing right in terms of context and not content. In other words, application of economic, social, and cultural rights to the new context of environmental affairs is not equivalent to deriving a new right with unique content. The latter construction of a substantive right to environment, which Handl rightfully renounces, imposes new obligations on states without their consent. Alternatively, the former construction reflects an enunciation of rights already supported by states as part of international law. The Rio Declaration entails an international response to concerns over the linkage between poverty and the environment, plainly draws on the fundamental principles of the UDHR and the ICESCR, and has earned universal support in doing so. These are compelling reasons to think that the advocates of a substantive right to environment have not, in fact, engaged in the questionable practice of deriving new rights from existing ones.

Third, Handl's classical approach to international law arguably overstates the constraints on development of new law and consequently impedes the evolution of international law necessary to meet increasingly complex challenges, particularly in the area of regulating the global environment. Handl's contention against a soft law formulation of a substantive right to environment implies that soft law can never create rights or obligations. He is unwilling to interpret unanimous endorsement of a nonbinding instrument as "evidence of unequivocal support by states." At the same time, soft law instruments'
satisfying this standard through “explicit state practice”\textsuperscript{264}—signifying state consent and the expectation of adherence—means the soft law instruments did not create law as much as codify it. Luis Rodriguez-Rivera explains that the traditionalist scholars Handl epitomizes both ignore the trend of international law and deny the advantages of using soft law.\textsuperscript{265}

Rodriguez-Rivera observes that “modern international law has evolved into a more political and diplomatic order, and less of a legal order.”\textsuperscript{266} Consequently, deterrent value is found not just in legal recourse alone, but also in states’ “desire [for] a reputation [of] principled behavior . . . [and] relations with other countries to be friendly.”\textsuperscript{267} These desires attach political ramifications to nonbinding international agreements that render states presumptively no less inclined to comply with them than with binding agreements.\textsuperscript{268} The practical implication of this political order is that states take soft law documents very seriously.\textsuperscript{269} Additionally, the international community has grown to favor soft law instruments as “the preferred legislative approach” in regulating international affairs, thus inferring broad recognition of their influence.\textsuperscript{270}

The effectiveness of soft law in guiding state conduct does not fully account for its popularity. The more formal sources of interna-

\textsuperscript{264} Id.
\textsuperscript{265} See Rodriguez-Rivera, supra note 71, at 41 (stating that “some traditionalist legal scholars would . . . emphasize that . . . soft law principles do not create rights or obligations”).
\textsuperscript{266} Id.
\textsuperscript{267} LOUISHENKIN, HOW NATIONS BEHAVE: LAW AND FOREIGN POLICY 52 (2d ed. 1979).
\textsuperscript{268} Rodriguez-Rivera, supra note 71, at 43.
\textsuperscript{269} See id. at 42 (“[I]t is clear by the proliferation of soft law documents that states understand that mutual interdependence in the world order necessitates cooperation.”). Harold Koh explains the effectiveness of soft law similarly. Koh argues that a state’s compliance extends from a realization of its own self-interest to do so. That realization is a product of internalizing international norms achieved by the interaction between states. Koh, supra note 221, at 2655. Many of these norms are codified as soft law.

This is not to suggest that soft law lacks all legal authority: “The ‘legal’ character of soft law norms . . . derives from both international consent to them and the expectation that nations will make a good faith effort to keep the commitments these norms express.” Dernbach, supra note 40, at 86 (citations omitted). At the least, “[a] country’s agreement to a soft law instrument also relinquishes any right the country may have to say that its actions concerning the matter are only of domestic concern.” Id. at 86-87 (citations omitted). At the most, soft law is one stage along a continuum of increasing normative force that ends with binding international obligations.

\textsuperscript{270} Rodriguez-Rivera, supra note 71, at 41.
tional law that comprise hard law wield the same threat of political ramifications that motivates states to comply with soft law. Furthermore, hard law is considered legally binding. The additional security inherent in hard law to achieve compliance begs for an explanation of why the international community increasingly turns to a soft law approach in developing new law. Rodriguez-Rivera believes the attractiveness of soft law lies in its flexibility. The issues addressed by soft law are generally complex and controversial—environmental regulation being an archetypal example. In response to these conditions, "soft law instruments allow for the incorporation of conflicting standards and goals." What then soft law often represents, and speaking more specifically to the Rio Declaration and its associated documents, is an agreement on general principles.

It is difficult to see how the competing demands on natural resources could accommodate more specific legal restrictions. Returning to the example of Cambodia, its forestland offers the antithetical possibilities of sustaining local communities or increasing national industrial development. The guidelines of sustainable development certainly prioritize environmental protection and ensure a role for dependent communities in the decision-making process. Sustainable development does not, however, mandate a specific outcome. As a result, it remains compatible with the reality that both agendas are justified and worthwhile, and does not foreclose potential compromises that deal with such difficulties.

What remains debatable within these parameters are the practical details to achieve the general principles of sustainable development and the authority to demand adherence. Admittedly, the flexibility of soft law, painted as a beneficial characteristic by Rodriguez-Rivera, means it is prone to a degree of confusion and uncertainty.

271 A state's desire for a reputation as internationally law abiding and for constructive international relations is similarly at risk if the state violates hard, as opposed to soft, law. Intuitively, a state's motivation to achieve these political goals would be stronger in matters implicating hard law.

272 See Rodriguez-Rivera, supra note 71, at 37 (explaining that the formal sources of international law are understood as creating rules of general application with legally binding effect).

273 Id. at 41.

274 Id. at 42 (quoting C.M. Chinkin, The Challenge of Soft Law: Development and Change in International Law, 38 INT'L & COMP. L.Q. 850, 866 (1989)).

275 See supra Part I.B (noting Cambodia's dual reliance on its forestland to sustain local population and to entice needed development projects).

276 Carlson, supra note 164, at 1204.

277 Rodriguez-Rivera, supra note 71, at 41-42.
However, Rodriguez-Rivera suggests that the ambiguity of soft law is what renders it possible for the international community to engage in sensitive environmental rule making at all.\footnote{See id. at 45 ("Soft law instruments are necessary in the development of international environmental law given the technical complexities and the conflicting economic values involved in addressing global environmental problems.").}

Part III.B describes other criticisms levied against a substantive right to environment, including that the right is redundant, its ambiguity renders it unworkable on a practical level, and its enforcement through international bodies capable of adjudicating human rights issues and implementing determinations is misplaced. These concerns are each addressed in turn.

Any claim that a substantive human right is redundant is addressed by considering the approach adopted by the international community to achieve sustainable development. As discussed, sustainable development relies on the mechanism of public participation. However, public participation amounts to little if states have no incentive to take it seriously—a void filled by a substantive human right to environment.

As to the inherent difficulty in defining a right to environment, it is worth mentioning that the current analysis in no way seeks to depart from a conception of the right to environment that emphasizes procedural rights. The substantive aspect of the right to environment should be acknowledged in theory and should act principally as a deterrent in practice. As such, a substantive right to environment reflects a crucial component to realizing an objective of the \textit{Rio Declaration} to empower populations. At the same time, procedural rights remain the fundamental mechanism through which inhabitants need to exert their authority.

Still, states will fail to make a reasonable attempt at integrating sustainable development in their decision making and thus will test international commitment to protecting a substantive right to environment. These instances should not prove abnormally difficult for international enforcement bodies to handle. First, uncertainty is a common feature of most human rights.\footnote{Id. at 11.} Second, international bodies have historically proven capable of formulating the requisite specificity for abstract legal terms in order to make them work.\footnote{Id. at 13.} The International Court of Justice has unhesitatingly begun to build its
jurisprudence concerning sustainable development, which encompasses the aims of a right to environment. Judge Higgins observes:

What is apparent from... review of the cases which have come before the International Court... is the change in focus from disputes about concessions and control of natural resources to disputes about sustainability and the limits of resource use. This development suggests the Court's continued importance in the evolution of general international law in this field.

Finally, it should not be forgotten that ambiguity is ultimately an asset of a right to environment. Justifying the right depends on shaping it around the social, economic, and cultural context in which it is exercised.

International monitoring bodies are certainly at a disadvantage compared to national court systems in this regard, but they are hardly incapable. Most important is an appreciation of the role that context plays in understanding the right. It stands as a considerable safeguard against the cultural imperialism that Boyle believes is the inevitable result of any strict formulation of the doctrine.

Should a right to environment become accepted into the body of the international human rights law, it would provide rights-holders several possible international fora for redress by various means—most notably, adjudication and reporting.

---

284 Rosalyn Higgins, *Natural Resources in the Case Law of the International Court*, in *INTERNATIONAL LAW AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT*, supra note 58, at 87, 111; see also Kiss & Shelton, supra note 145, at 24 (proposing that the right to environment will be defined effectively by a tribunal given "that there presently exists in the public conscience a clear image of an environment which should be preserved and from which each person should benefit"). By looking to the ICJ for success in the treatment of sustainable development, I do not mean to suggest that the ICJ is among the avenues available to enforce an individual right to environment on an international level. The ICJ's founding statute limits its competent jurisdiction to disputes between states. See Statute of the International Court of Justice, supra note 165, at art. 34(1) (requiring that "[o]nly states may be parties in cases before" the ICJ). Instead, I evoke the ICJ as an example of an international body that has used the doctrine of sustainable development without floundering. On the other hand, some commentators have called for a lifting of the ICJ's jurisdictional restriction in order to entertain environmental rights litigation. See Pathak, supra note 163, at 241 (arguing that the ICJ should amend its statute to allow jurisdiction over individual environmental causes of action).


283 An incomplete list includes the United Nations Commission on Human Rights, the Sub-Commission of the Human Rights Commission, the Commission on Sustainable Development, and the Economic and Social Affairs Council, not to mention specialized agencies and regional organizations. For an extensive list of international structures for implementation of environmental and human rights policies, see Caldwell, supra note 52, at 121-57; Laurence R. Helfer, *Forum Shopping for Human*
right to environment helps to overcome the political disadvantages undermining the procedural facets of the right. It serves as "the ultimate 'safety net' to catch legitimate claims which have fallen through the procedural cracks of public and private law." Under an international legal regime devoid of substantive rights, the example of the Pheapimex Concession demonstrates that compliance with the edicts of sustainable development, including public participation, bears a close correlation to the international attention focused on the matter. A substantive right to environment effectively transforms sustainable development from a provision of international environmental law, enforceable only through state-to-state relations, if at all, to a human right enforceable by the individual through international means. Hence, a potential for international influence exists in every state decision over the allocation of natural resources. This, in turn, lends true empowerment to communities reliant on natural resources. States would have a heightened incentive to forge compromise through the participation process and act with greater uniformity from one circumstance to another. For this reason, it can be said that establishing a right to environment containing both procedural and substantive attributes provides a linchpin to implementing the policy of sustainable development on a global level.

**CONCLUSION**

In this Comment, I endeavored to make a compelling argument for the existence of an international human right to environment with both a procedural and substantive component. I believe this right to environment is justified based on the international instruments concerning sustainable development, properly described as international consensus on a productive relationship between humanity and our

---


285 *See supra* text accompanying notes 223-24 (noting that, in spite of past promises, it took the withdrawal of monetary aid to force Cambodia to control its illegal timber trade).
environment. I have tried to show through the example of Cambodia that the right would prove functionally effective for realizing sustainable development by imposing a greater level of equality with respect to determining natural resource use and would bring state action more in line with its principles. Finally, I have stressed the importance of the issue by presenting the right as an essential element of the enforcement framework developed by the international community for the implementation of sustainable development on a global scale.

A right to environment is hardly the only concern surrounding sustainable development. The struggle for sustainable development is being waged on several fronts. Most recently, at the WSSD, the international community focused on the international facets of achieving sustainable development—securing political will among the states, outlining practical steps for states and the international community to carry forward the agenda of sustainable development, and gaining the funding for these programs. Not to deny the importance of the agenda pursued at the WSSD, we should not mistake its goals for the complete scope of considerations on sustainable development or for the only approach necessary to achieve successful ends.

At the conclusion of the WSSD, Kofi Annan asserted: “Action starts with governments . . . . Governments cannot do the job alone, however. Citizen groups have a critical role, as partners, advocates and watchdogs.” Thus, the fact that the Plan of Implementation does not significantly advance the right to environment is not tantamount to denying its existence. The Plan of Implementation acknowledges debate over “the possible relationship between environment and human rights.” Further, it essentially directs states to extend the details of the right to their people. The right to environment remains an indispensable factor in the formula for implementing sustainable development. By means of human rights, citizens are made effective “partners, advocates and watchdogs,” which, in turn, creates a genuine state

— Under-Secretary Nitin Desai proposed three objectives for the WSSD, revealing the broad international focus of the summit: political will, practical steps, and partnership. Desai, supra note 49, at 6-7. Once the summit began, the overriding theme that emerged—whether in connection with, or in contravention of, these goals—was money, with “negotiations quickly [becoming] bogged down between impoverished countries demanding more aid and wealthy nations reluctant to give it.” Kenneth R. Weiss, U.N. Gathering Quickly Turns to Who Will Pay for Ambitious Aims, L.A. TIMES, Aug. 27, 2002, at A3.


— Plan of Implementation, supra note 65, at para. 152.
obligation to advance sustainable development. With this occurrence among enough communities in enough countries, sustainable development can become a global norm.